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FELLOWSHIP of MAKEM and RESEARCHERS of 'ilSTORICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Bulletin 31 April. 1983 

As so often, we're going to be late with this one — my fault. 
We didn't get to Kiev (I never had any reply to my letter to our 
member there, Anatoly •Zajaruzny) but I needed a holiday so we went 
elsewhere and only got back the day before yesterday; it's now 15th 
April, so we're well behind schedule. 

With this Q we start new posting arrangements. Margaret Crowe has 
offered to take over this task, which has the advantage that, since 
she is the Treasurer, she knows exactly who has paid and who has 
not and who has paid for airmail and who for surface; also, perhaps 
her post office may be more efficient at despatching the Qs by the 
method we've paid for than the idiots at Sheffield were. We'll see, 
and perhaps those of you who have paid for air would note the post
mark (if there is one and if it's legible) and report back on the 
time this takes to get to you. We should record our thanks to Enzo 
Puzzovio for all the work that he has done in this respect. He has 
coped with mailing FoMRHIQ at the same time as running a hotel and 
we are most grateful to him. 

GIRQ ACCOUNT: We now have a GIRO Account number: 27 316 4406. This 
3hould make payments easier and cheaper for members abroad (and here 
too if their advertisements mean what they say) but you must send 
payments to FoMRHI (with Margaret Crowe1s name on as well if you 
wish) either to her address or through the proper GIRO channels. 
One person sent a cheque directly to her local post office which 
a) caused a lot of bother because the Sub-Post Master had to endorse 
it, and b) could not be identified, so that whoever sent it is not 
getting his or Qs (it was cheque no.1151 if that means anything to 
anybody) 

SIGNATURES ON CHEQUES; Margaret says that the bank is now charging 
us £1 for what they call illegible signatures. This is always on 
dollar cheques or Eurocheques (I presume especially on those which 
don't have printed names) so please try to help them in this res
pect. They are also now charging us on unsigned cheques; this 
means that if you forget to sign (and probably also if you put the 
wrong year), we're going to have to charge you extra when we send 
it back to you for signature or correction; otherwise you won't 
have paid the full sub. 

GIRO CHEQUES: These always come with a pink slip of cardboard, 
which is the only part that has your name and address on it. Do 
please fill it in properly and legibly; one has arrived here in the 
past fortnight with the stamp of a Milan hotel on the front and 
the cryptic "Mrs Shaw" on the back. This doesn't mean a thing to 
me, with the result that Mrs Shaw isn't going to get anything from 
us. 

BALANCE SHEET FOR 1982: 

Income: Payments during 1981 for 1982: 
Income during 1982: 

£ 1079.35 
3252.& 

4331.88 
(less payments in 1982 for 1983: 1127.76) 

Corrected income for 1982: £3204.12 
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Expenditure: Postage, etc: £ 9*45.46 
Bounced cheques & other 

deductions: CJ5.96 
Printing: 1843.21 
Envelopes K address labels: 145.42 

Expenditure for 1982: £ 3023.05 

Surplus of in'ome over expenditure: £ 176,07 

Accumulated surplus (1975-81): £ 1119.18 

Total surplue carried forward to 19-H3: £ 1295.25 

«JM would like to make two comments op this: Do watch out that you 
sign your cheques and that you do so legibly; that's what the 'otha-
deductions' is mainly, and it's simply a waste of money (presumably 
none of you are responsible for the 'bounced cheques' since only 
those of ybu whose cheques cleared through will read this). Help us 
reduce the surplus by sending us Comms. 

COMMENTS ON 'ARE WE FIZZLING OUT?' & DJILDA'S SUPPLEJ1ENT IN 30: 

Odd Aanstad: 

F i r s t my op in ion of your q u e s t i o n about l a t e n e s s of Fomrhi Q. 
If I havb f igured i t r i g h t t h i s i s a n o n - p r o f i t o r g a n i s a t i o n 
working as cheap a s p o s s i b l e for t h e members. I wote for (b) 
( I t may be e a s i e r to make i t in a 4 , but you need more paper , 
and t h a t make i t more expens ive t o m a i l ) . I t i s not t h a t bad 
t o wait one week more for a good p . ( I t i s worse to wait one 
year for e a r l i e r a r t i c l e s ) 

P e t e r Ecker : 
Jeremy's fear that FOMRHI «ay be fizzling out (Bight be 
j u s t i f i e d . The expressed in teres t of our fellowship i s in 
the making and researching of h i s tor ica l instruments as 
an apparent end in i t s e l f . I contend however that there 
ie only one reason for researching and making an instrument 
and that i s to make music on i t . An obsession with glues, 
ne ta le , varnishea ani timbers i s not enough. We should pay 
as much attention to the purpose and capabi l i t ies of our building 
e f fo r t s . In connection with my own guitar-building 1 have 
elsewhere written »it i s a gre it joy to glue together various 
oddly-shaped pieoes of timber, to eling six s t r ings on the 
result and to play Baoh on i t . r 

I suggest that we amend our t i t l e to Fellowship of Research
ers of Historical Instrumentz und Musio (FROHIM) and include 
in our undertakings a study cf the mueio written for and per
formed on the instrument* we make. Ke might arrange conferences 
at Aich we give performances on our instruments to i l l u s t r a t e 
the i r effeotiveneas (or otherwise) in rendering the musio 
written for them. 

Marcel Glover : As for t h e d i s c u s s i o n on t h e format of the Q, I am 
q u i t e happy wi th i t as i t i s . Delays do n o t worry me e i t h e r . 
I t s unexpected a r r i v a l i s a d e l i g h t and a cause of b u r n t d i n n e r s 
as I tend t o g e t t oo engrossed i n r e a d i n g t h e f i r s t s e c t i o n t c 
a t t e n d to t h e cocke r . 

Uta Henrilnfi: I myself would b<? e i t h e r for p u b l i c a t i o n a t i r r e g u l a r 
i n t e r v a l s ( i . e . wa i t t i l l yeu have enough m a t e r i a l t o g e t h e r t h a t 
makes up for so-and-so-many pages) o£ fo r r e g u l a r i n t e r v a l s wi th 
t h a t e v . r .. sen t in (a • --J-.1 l^ok also.. ' . "v>t t h a t I 
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dislike Eph's contributions (quite the contrary), but I think it is 
simply not fair on him to make use of his good-will to such an ex
tent. Like this you can exert a slight "moral pressure" on the 
people: If they start^complaining, you can appeal for their own 
sense of cooperation. 

Cary Karp: 

As to the FoMRHIQ format and publishing schedule: I'm a l l for anything that 
makes production easier. Looseleaf Q's are no less a t t r ac t i ve in p r inc ip le than 
is the current format, and might have the advantage of single sheets eas i l y 
being updated (or deleted) when repr in t time comes around. I have yet to see 
a Comm. which was worth holding up a Q. Rapidity of communication is worth 
more to me than is fatness of Quarterly. 

Can't say that I l i ke the idea of the F. ,Q becoming a pure medium of i ns t ruc t ion 
for newcomers, though. I f there i s n ' t enough material to maintain the thing 
without " a r t i f i c i a l resp i ra t ion" on the part of a dedicated .few, I can see no 
shame in c losing up shop. Thirty-odd issues is no mean feat in i t s e l f . I do not , 
however, ser iously believe that the end is at hand. (At least I hope that i t 
i s n ' t . ) 

Ser i a l s Librar ian of SACAE. Magill Campus (Mrs.Redding): 
I note that as from FOWRHI Quarterly no. 29, the 'R' stands for "Reasarcl-iera" 
instead of "Restorsrs" , and that another change of name may occur i n the nsar 
f u tu re . 

As t h i s l i b r a r y ia one of the few l i b r a r i e s which, according your membership 
l i s t s , subscribes to th ia j ou rna l , I f ee l impelled to wr i te to sxplain that 
each time your organizat ion, or the j ou rna l , changes i t a name, we must 
recatalogue ths j ou rna l . Of course,sometimes changea are necessary, and we 
Serials L ibrar ians recatalogue the offending t i t l e a l be i t w i th teeth g r i t t e d . 
However, the thought of having to recatalogue a t i t l e twice i n a very ehort 
time i s not welcome* 

Hay I therefore make a plea to you to th ink long and hard before changing 
your organiaat ion 's nams i n ths next year or two? I f a change i s dssmed 
necessary, please make our records a l i t t l e neater by changing at the 
beginning of a year. 

Keeping up wi th t i t l e changss or changas i n the namea of organizations which 
publ ish journals consumes much of a Ser ia ls L ib ra r i an ' s t ime, but I rsa l iee 
that problems created for us are not general ly considered when change* ars 
contemplated, 

Jeremy Montagu: To my mind a Quarterly must appear (more or l e s s ) 
quar te r ly ; FoMRHIQ i s a pe r iod i ca l , not a spasmodical. Also I am 
very much against a change of format; I have several pe r iod i ca l s in 
my l i b r a r y t h a t have done t h i s , and without exception they are a 
bloody nuisance. Ei ther they are shelved in two d i f fe ren t p laces 
or space i s wasted, or some issues s i t in the normal pos i t i on and 
others l i e f l a t or s i t on t h e i r faces and get bent . Mrs Redding 
(above) d i d n ' t comment on t h a t i s sue , but I bet she would have done 
so i f she 'd wr i t t en again. My own fee l ing i s for dead- l ine , t h i n 
or th ick as i t comes ( I reckon t h a t i t ' s pa r t of my Job as Sec. to 
nag you f a i r l y often to wri te more; as a member, I ' l l take i t as i t 
comes) and never to hold i t up j u s t to pad i t out ( there won't be 
any reviews from me in t h i s i ssue because I'm back l a t e and I don ' t 
want to hold i t up while I wr i te them — one i s expected to read the 
books f i r s t and t h a t ' l l take several days) . Other have commented on 
the issue of padding-out — see the end of t h i s sec t ion . 
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John Rawson: 
I am not sure why Diilda wants to confuse the problem of 

the possible lateness of the Journal with that of changing the 

format. 

If it tends to be late because of the amount of work involved in 

doing it you could either (a) start on each issue two weeks 

earlier, or (b) change the cover to show the name of the following 

month. 

I agree that the format must be a difficult one to make late 

changes in - but it is very good. The centre stapling does 

give a book-effect at minimal cost. stapling down one edge is 

very tatty, and more difficult to read. You might also find 

that it cost more as you would have to cut all the paper in half 

and staple trough double the thickness which might not be possible. 

I am assuming that you would stick to the present A5 size. If 

you went to A4 edge stapled you would have two pages up on each 

sheet, which would be hard to read. Also you would need 

bigger envelopes. 

If you want to change the format there are obviously lots of possibilitie 

but I reckon you shouldn't. 
Carl Willetts: Format of the Q — do whichever is cheapest! 'Res-
earchers' in the title is perhaps a little broad and is more the 
province of the Galpin Soc. I have always felt that the accent of 
FoMRHI should be on practical matters, or at any rate things that 
have repercussions in the workshop. If Djidla's thoughts on auth
entic solutions only are to be taken literally then your 'interest 
categories' of computers and tuning devices go out of the window! 
Afte all what really matters is the authenticity in sound and play
ing style of the music which is what the instrument is there to 
serve. The knowledge that the maker has used the correct materials 
and old fashioned methods of manufacture may, of course, help psy
chologically to put the player into the right frame of mind to give 
an historically accurate performance. 

Miscellaneous: I have also had odd comments over the past months, 
some in writing and some verbal. The overwhelming majority (per
haps because comments are only worth making when they are complaints) 
have been against padding-out with articles which are not really 
relevant to making, workshop, etc; more or less what Carl says at 
the beginning of his commment immediatey above. Most of these odd 
comments come from p ople who, of course, recognise Carl's second 
point but who feel that FoMRHIQ is not the place for articles on 
such subjects, especially when it means, as Djilda says, another 
week or more delay in the appearance of FoMRHIQ. 

This is the beginning. I trust, of a continuing Atscussios Only 
eight of you have written in JO far. I hope wa shall git opinions 
from a few hundred tore. After all, you pay for FoMRHIj what do 
you want for your money? 

II 
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FURTHER TO: b u l l . 2 8 . P . 3 : The Churchil l Trust have sent me a l i s t of 
a l l those who have been awarded Fellowships t h i syea r . There are nine 
instrument makers: Derek Adlam, who i s studying cons t ruct ion of e a r 
ly keyboards in Germany and USA; Paul Fischer , who i s studying a l t e r 
nat ive timbers for instruments in Braz i l ; Dominic Gwynn, who i s 
studying documentation of h i s t o r i c a l keyboards and i t s con t r ibu t ion 
to r e s to r a t i on and reconst ruct ion techniques in Europe; Carl Hanson, 
who i s studying renaissance recorders , t h e i r acoust ics and workshop 
p rac t i ce in Europe; Lewis Jones, who i s studying European keyboard 
instruments of the 15th century; Graeme Lawson, who i s studying 
ancient musical instrument remains in the USSR; Eric Moulder, who i s 
studying surviving 16th century double-reed woodwind instruments in 
Europe; Robin Stocks, who i s studying folk musical instruments in 
Bulgaria; Peter Toolan, who i s studying s t ee l drum making and tuning 
in the West Ind ies . So i t was obviously well worth applying, and I 
hope t h a t not too many of you were turned down ( there are 99 awards 
out of nearly 3,000 app l i ca t i ons ) . I imagine t h a t t h e y ' l l keep us 
on t h e i r mailing l i s t and I ' l l l e t you know i f anything re levant 
turns up in fu ture . I imagine t h a t you know t h a t they change the 
categor ies and subjects each year . 

Bu l l .29 ,p .7 ; bu l l .30 ,p .4 Worms. Cary Karp wr i tes : 
The consol idat ion of worm-eaten wood, and the use of propr ie tary substances 
are sources of constant concern to museum conservators. There are so many 
pract ica l and eth ica l considerations involved that these people devote 
ent i re conferences to these matters. I am, therefore, disheartened by JM's 
request for a recommendation of a material for f i l l i n g worm holes,"as easy 
to use as Brummer which would be safe to use on more valuable instruments". 
This is a problem for which there are no c lear-cut so lu t ions. Noone in t he i r 
r i gh t mind could make safe and simple recommendations for do - i t - yourse l f 
conservational procedures of th is type. (With reference to "brass r o t " , 
woodwind o i l , e t c . , I suppose i t j u s t i f i e d to ask Jeremy to stop expecting 
there to be convenient solut ions for a l l the conservation problems which 
beset him.) Some super f ic ia l guidel ines: An odd worm hole penetrating 
the wall of a bore can probably b e ' f i l l e d without too much need for worrying 
about d i re consequences. Pigmented waxes are useful fo r th i s as they can 
both be gotten into and out of the hole. An instrument in danger of co l lap 
sing due to extensive insect damage should never be treated casual ly . This 
is an expert task i f ever there was one. The consolidant must be chosen in 
l i g h t of both mechanical and acoustical c r i t e rea . Since th i s procedure is 
as i r reve rs ib le as anything can be, the choice of the consolidant is c r i t i c a l . 
1 cannot imagine any problem more d i f f i c u l t for the conservator. 
A "woodworm" can do a lo t of damage before i t eats i t s way to the surface 
of an instrument and leaves a f l i g h t hole. Frass - - the sawdust and crap 
powder that worms produce - - may however f a l l out of pre-ex is t ing f l i g h t 
holes and thus reveal act ive i n fes ta t i on . F i l l i n g holes on an instrument 
which may be infested i s , there fore , p la in stupid unless there is an urgent 
mechanical reason for doing so. When insect i n fes ta t i on is suspected the 
f i r s t th ing to do is d i s in fec t the ob jec t , which in i t s e l f may cause problems. 
When th is has successful ly been accomplished, consol idat ion may be considered. 
In l i g h t of D j i l d a ' s statement of e d i t o r i a l po l i cy on pp.11-12 of b u l l . 3 0 , 
I hope that I w i l l offend noone by reg is ter ing a plea for the B u l l e t i n , as 
well as Communications, to be held free from comments — other than queries - -
about any aspects of conservation (such as those about the reasons for f i l l i n g 
worm holes) which do not have a f i rm basis in the prac t ica l experience of 
t he i r au tho rs ' . (Apologies to anyone whom I may have misjudged on t h i s po in t . ) 
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On the same subject Paul Gretton writes: 
Most commercial p l a s t i c wood s h r i n k s , but for smal l ho l e s such as worm-holes 
t h i s i s n e g l i g i b l e . At an o r g a n - b u i l d e r ' s where I once worked they made t h e i r 
own s topp ing by adding wood-dust from the sanding machine t o sco tch glue o r 
white g l u e . I ' v e used t h i s f r equen t ly s i n c e for such jobs as cover ing 
countersunk screw-heads on my ins t rument c a s e s . I t ' s cheap,and colour-matching 
i s p e r f e c t i f the dus t i s taken from the same s o r t of wood as the work-p iece . 
The g r e a t t r i c k i s t o sand immediately a f t e r a p p l i c a t i o n — i t ' s a lmost i n v i s i b l e . 
I ' v e used a s i m i l a r mix on a r e s i n - g l u e base t o reduce h o l e s on s m a l l - p i p e s for 
tuning purposes. in a letter he asked me to add: "I am not suggesting 
the use of such concoctions to fill holes in museum Instruments". 

Paul also comments on another subject on the same page: 

Arundo donax (yes , the r e a l s t u f f ) i s grown abundant ly in m i d d l e - c l a s s Dutch 
ga rdens . At l e a s t one maker of F lemish- type bagpipes uses i t as h i s s t anda rd 
m a t e r i a l for drone r e e d s , with e x c e l l e n t r e s u l t s . I ' v e never seen i t in d iamet res 
g r e a t e r than about f inger t h i c k n e s s , which i s f ine for drones and oboes but not 
much good for anyth ing e l s e . The q u a l i t y i s v a r i a b l e and the cane ranges from 
far too s o f t t o extremely ha rd . Grow your own? 

And Pat McNulty says that he got some cane from Alan Mills and has 
found it excellent for Uilleann pipe reeds and good to work with. 
He'll report in more detail when he gets round to writing up his 
researches on reed qualities, variables, etc. 

Bull•Suppl.29. P.12: Paul Gretton again: 
A r e a c t i o n t o " B u l l e t i n Supplement", p .12 of FoMRHIQ 29 "As e d i t o r 

George Stoppani a t NRI." 

An e d i t o r ' s job i s indeed t o e d i t , but I 'm not so sure whether a FoMRHIQ e d i t o r 
should s e t h e r s e l f up as the Mrs Whitehouse of a u t h e n t i c i t y , dec id ing what f i l t h y , 

* i n a u t h e n t i c " s p r a y - g u n - a n d - p l a s t i c porn we may or may not read . If D. S. had 
a l ready done so back in 1978, the Great Communication 100 Controversy would never 
have a r i s e n — presumably Bryan T o l l e y ' s c o n t r i b u t i o n would have got the c e n s o r ' s 
chop before i t had a chance to a f f r o n t out v i r g i n a l e y e b a l l s . (Numerous members 
p r o t e s t e d a t the s h a m e f u l , h o l i e r - t h a n - t h o u put-down, bu t Bryan s t i l l dropped out 
of FoMRHI.) Ah.' T h e r e ' s none so i n t o l e r a n t as conver t s — I remember the old 
days when the NRI p u n d i t - p a n d i t s used to en thuse about e l e c t r i c d r y i n g - c a b i n e t s , 
c a l o r - g a s and e l e c t r i c b e n d i n g - i r o n s , and (send for the v ice squad.') f i b r e - g l a s s 
l u t e s . All very useful — do DS and ES now th ink they a re BS? Would they now 
be l e f t ou t? 

Don' t get me wrong. In my own work 1 pursue a u t h e n t i c i t y as much or as 
l i t t l e as any FoMRHI member (see Comm.390 for proof of a r r a n t pedant ry) and I a l so 
have severe r e s e r v a t i o n s about s y n t h e t i c l u t e f i n i s h e s . N e v e r t h e l e s s , for me 
p e r s o n a l l y , as a consent ing a d u l t , one of the b e s t t h i n g s about FoMRHIQ i s 
p r e c i s e l y t h a t i t p r i n t s more or l e s s i n d i s c r i m i n a t e l y what i t ge t s s e n t . One 
can always slam, bang Or bash foo l i shness next time round, bu t only i f one i s given 
the chance to decide for onese l f what i s or i s n ' t f o o l i s h . L e t ' s not forget 
t h a t t h e r e would have been no r e v i v a l of e a r l y i n s t rumen t s i f makers and p l a y e r s 
h a d n ' t been prepared to take s h o r t - c u t s and to make compromises for the sake 
of p r a c t i c a l i t y — no l u t e r e v i v a l wi thout nylon s t r i n g s , no c o r n e t t r e v i v a l 
wi thout Chr i s Monk's p l a s t i c i n s t r u m e n t s , e t c , e t c . Who.is t o say whether such 
compromises a re now no longer necessary? Who i s to say which methods a re a l low
able or not? As a FoMRHI fellow once wrote e lsewhere "we a re not r e a l l y ready 
to l i g h t more f i r e s a t Smi th f i e ld y e t . " Paul Gret ton 

(I wonder i f the above w i l l he p r i n t e d ? Maybe i t ' s too c o a t - t r a i l i n g , bu t the 
sub jec t seems to me t o be cf :><isic importance t c FCJMRHI'S purpose . ) 

rwe-en a r r i v a l and 
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when I put the Bull, together (and it does happen if I'm not care
ful, because it all goes into a file and sometimes something else 
slips in between t h e m ) . 

Comm.440 Ferrous wire, Cary Karp writes: 
Schutz's high regard for Meuler's strings may, of course, have been due to 
their functioning at stresses higher than those which Meuler's competitors' 
products could withstand. Although Eph "can't imagine" any other possibility, 
it seems to me to be at least as likely that Meuler's strings simply sounded 
better. There are several mechanisms which might account for this. 
First, a marked feature of the old wire which has been found on keyboard 
instruments is its not being particularly round (so much so that one specific 
diameter can rarely be ascertained for any given sample). On a keyboard instru
ment this should cause less trouble than it would on a fretted instrument, 
where irregularities along the length of a string might become noticable as the 
effective string length is changed by fretting. Therefore, if Meuler were 
doing nothing more than making truly round wire, his product might have been 
worth the fuss Schiitz made over it. The problem here is one of drawplate 
design and the amount of wire drawn in a continuous length. It could thus be 
expected that superior wire was more easily made in short lengths, as Meuler's 
wording seems to suggest (referring to the manufacture of strings, rather 
than spools of wire). A second feature -- which also depends on drawplate 
design, length of run, and the choice of lubricants -- is differences in the 
surface qualtity of various wires. Presumably this is also more important 
for fretted instruments than it is for keyboards. Meuler may also have been 
providing wire in finer diameter gradations than was otherwise common, some
thing which yet again may have been more important for fretted instruments. 
One way or the other, Meuler's fellow masters did not want him to market a 
product of higher than guild standard quality. This suggests that the other 
masters were unwilling to make whatever it was that Schiitz wanted. It does 
not necessarily suggest that they were unable to do so. Meuler may have been 
unique in nothing other than his willingness to spend more time and take 
greater care with the manufacture of his wire than were any of the other 
masters. This does not, of course, eliminate the possibility of his having 
been in possession of some important technological "secret" which enabled 
him to produce ferrous wire of higher tensile strength than anyone else could. 
Eph's observations notwithstanding, I remain unable to see how the Schiitz 
letter provides evidence for this actually having been the case. 

Comm.443: Luis Esteves Pereira writes: 

The other comment is about the Cary»g Comm 443. It 
seems to be a never ending matter to number the octaves ? Star
ting were ? It seems agreed that the fundamental octave pitch 
of the organ whioh serves as reference to other instruments is 
the 8 feet (1£ palmos) pitch. This octave is represented €1 g 
and I am used, since I started to learn music to designate t-̂ ŷ 
i£e a 8 o c t a V e n* 1# T h e central octave, in the piano, which includes 

la (a) 440 Hz is, therefore^ called octave 3. Quite recently, 
my son-in-law (who works with me in the organs and other instruments) 
bought an electronic tuner (made in Japan) which designates this 
last octave as n« 4. This puts the nt 1 with the 16 feet (24 pal_ 
mos) pitch, like Cary's Comm. I have a book by H. Riemann which 
puts the octave n*{ with the 32 feet pitch. When we stop to have 
difer»rit designations for the same things ? It seem to me that 
there are a lot of these odd thrgs that the musicologic community 
should settle once for the future. 
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Further to Comm.445, Luis says that he has also been caught by 
people whom-he has"helped with information and photographs and who 
have used them without acknowledgement (it's probably wiser not to 
quote him in detail). I suspect that it has happened to a good many 
of us at one time or another, and it not only prejudieces us against 
the chap who did it but makes us more reluctant to help the next one, 

FEED-BACK: Marcel Glover sent a Comm for this issue and says: "When 
preparing a comm. of this sort I have considerable difficulty in 
deciding whether a few notes for experts or a 'compleat idiots' 
guide would be more useful. More feed back from readers would, I 
think, help the occasional comm. writer to get a feel for the sort 
of level the writing should be pitched at. The two comms I have had 
published produced no reaction so at least they were not controver
sial, but were they useful?" 

REGISTER OF INSTRUMENTS: Odd Aanstad writes: 

Does it exist a worldwide register of earlier instruments? If not: 
Does anybody have a good example of a fill-in formula and posibil-
ity to use modern Data tecnic? This would help all of us in look
ing up missing details, and may be of great help to Organology 
too. 

The answer to his first question is 'No'. We are beginning to get 
regional registers; Ellen Hickmann has been compiling one for Sax
ony (I think it's Saxony) and Cajsa Lund has been working on an 
archaeological inventory for Scandinavia. The problem is that a 
major museum has no time to produce a complete check-list of all 
its holdings, on the one hand, and nobody knows of all the tiny 
musuems which have the odd one or two instruments, sometimes very 
important ones, on the other, still less do we know all the private 
collectors and the people who have just one recorder or one harp
sichord. 

EUROPEAN MUSIC YEAR: Marco Tiella writes: "Having been admitted to 
the Committee for "European musical heritage (Ancient Musical Inst
ruments) of Council of Europe (European Music Year 1985) I send 
you a brief programme of launching conference, whose final document 
recommends (point 11) the care of ancient musical instruments. 
Therefore it would be of great interest If some members will give 
attention to what their national committee is doing." 

The text of point 11 is: "La collaboration internationale dans le 
domaine musicologique dans le but de reutiliser des instruments 
musicaux appartenant au passe" lointain et recent, envisageant 
egalement la formation de competences et professionalismes si rare 
aujourd'hui." 

I have no idea who the National Committee is in England; has any
one else? If their aim is to re-use the instruments of the past, 
I can see a good deal of controversy building up. As you know, we 
do so in the Bate, but as you also know (see Comm.389 and previous 
and later comments) many people disagree with this policy and would 
regard it as incompetent and unprofessional. Perhaps we can look 
forward to some fun and controversy as well as to the music. 
Meanwhile, if we can get in touch with the National Committee, it 
might be useful. 

COMPUTING: Peter Foster writes "on one small area I might be able 
to help — I teach computing in Birmingham. Things like Comm.443 
are interesting since I can probably get some of my 0 & A level 
kids to program it. If other members have ideas which might be 
prograrnable I'd be interested to hear about them. Could make a 
good A level project. " 
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PLANS: Rod Nelson says that he has a measured drawing of Michael 
Morrow's .". ».'. basset recorder, now in the Bate, and that he would 
make this available to FoMRHI members for £2.50. I only got the 
letter when I came back two days ago, so I've not yet written to 
him myself and therefore can't tell you what it's like. 

We have here drawings by Fred Morgan of Edgar Hunt's Bressan 
treble recorder. There are two of them: a section on each sheet 
which costs £1 and a reduced size one-sheet drawing like those in 
the Bruggen Catalogue which costs 25p (in each case plus postage). 
Fred asked specifically that we sell them at not much over the 
cost of photocopying them. 

We also have plans and descriptions of four clarinets drawn by 
Alan Hills: Miller 4008 & 4009 in Bb (the ones in the Zoffany 
picture of the Sharpe Family on the boat), 9pp, £2.50; Baumann 
40 in C. 6pp, £1,50; my Milhouse Bb, 6pp, £.150 (again plus 
postage;. 

In addition there are various makers' working drawings or measure
ments of instruments here, but while we have permission to make 
copies of these for others, several of the makers have asked that 
we don't advertise them for sale; they are available only to pre
vent others from measuring the instruments again unnecessarily. 
Unfortunately we haven't the funds at the moment to ask those con
cerned if they would draw us a finished plan such as other museums 
sell, though I have this in mind as a future project when we are 
next discussing the possibilities of obtaining grants for various 
purposes. 

MATERIALS: I said in the last Bull. (p.8) that George Bowden was 
sending me a list of materials available from Droguerie le Lyon, 
Rue de Laeken 55, 1000 Brussels. This has now arrived and there 
is far too much of it to reprint here. It covers the needs of 
painters, decorators, furniture restorers, picture restorers, 
luthiers, polishers, etc etc. The list includes gums, resins, 
waxes, colours, polishing materials, pigments, oils, varnishes, 
chemicals, and so forth, as well as the equipment for applying and 
using these. How their prices compare with others I don't know, 
but to take a few at random (in Belgian francs): copal varnish 
160 per litre; carnauba wax 350 per kilo; 'colle forte d'os' 
which I take to mean strong bone glue, 120 per kilo; pure copal 
210 per kilo; gold leaf, according to the gold fix. The cata
logue is here if anyone wants to see it; otherwise write to them. 
George said they were very helpful. 

Denzil Wraight writes: 

Skin Glue: Bill Jurgenson gave me a sample of some Hautleim 
which comes from: U 

Fritz Hacker und Sohn, Bester Kristall 
7143 Vaihingen-Enz, Hautleim8 

Postfach 1265. 
I have shown it to people who know much more about warm glues 
than myself and they say it is excellent. Anyone working with 
leather ought to have some of this. I think they will only 
sell a decent-sized sack of it, but if enough interest is 
shown in it an order could be placed 

Remy Gug, who has a Comm. on harpsichord strings in this issue, 
says: "We make our harpsichord strings by the old traditional 
methods (reconstitution of alloys, handforging and craftsman cold 
drawing). They are available in iron, brass and copper. Diamter 
intervals of 0.02mm, from 0.40mm to 0.18mm (iron); 0.50mm to 0.18mm 
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(brass) and from 0.70mm to 0.46mm (copper). Other diameters can be 
provided on request. Price is 4.80 French francs per meter per 
reel of 50 meters minimum for each diameter. Samples are available 
on request. Written orders only." 

Karin Rost of Gillenfelde Strasse lib, D-5400 Koblenz-Metternich, 
produces wood mosaics for instruments. They have approximately 
100 different rosettes for guitars (they sent me one as a sample 
which is a bit highly coloured but obviously well made) ranging 
from 42mm to 130mm in diameter, approximately 100 different chips 
and inlets, edge stripes (presumably purfling) and so forth. They 
will also make small quantities (50 pieces) to makers'1 sketches. 
To complicate matters, from 1st June their address will be Hauptstr. 
69, D-5449 Macken. They export to North and South America as well 
as selling in Germany and they obviously understand English. 

Not strictly a material, but Marcel Glover says that he discovered 
that the cleaning rod for his .410 shotgun is just the right length 
and diameter to oil the bore of such long-bored instruments as a 
bass curtal. If you do use a gun-rod, do make sure that you cover 
the end of the rod with the cloth. 

QUERIES: Margaret Crowe asks if anyone can tell her what sort of 
strings might have been used on a Collard & Collard square piano 
c.1856. The strings at present on it are very rusty, so she is 
also unable to find out what pitch it was at, as trying to pull 
the A up to 409 broke it. There are two strings to a note except 
in the bass, where there is one, covered. The two strings for the 
one note pass right round the hitchpin, thus one length of string 
does for one note. 

John Paul asks if any members can provide him with brief information 
on the advantages and disadvantages of the various lower priced 
electronic tuners. He would like to be able to pass this informa
tion on to his customers who want to buy one. He would also like 
to know the stockist or supplier of the Korg which was mentioned 
in the last bull. 

Odd Aanstad asks: 

I need some help conse'hing da t e of makeing of a Clementi Grand 
P iano . The owner says 1798, but I would guess 10 - 15 yea r s 
l e t t e r . I have a l s o looked in t h e book "The Piano Forte," by 
R.E.M.Harding, but i t i s not a c c u r a t e enough in t h i s very ma t t e r 
I b e l i v e . On f r o n t , over keyboard i s w r i t t e n Clement! & Comp n , 
London. I n s i d e on a p a p e r l a b e l l e f t on soundboard i s w r i t t e n : 
Ho ;6 Cheapside and no 195 Totenham Court Road. 
C l e m e n t i , C o l l a r d , Davis & C o l l a r d . Pa ten t P i a n o f o r t e Manufactures 
Musical Ins t rument Makers t Music S e l l e r s . To t h e i r Ma jes t i e s 
t h e P r ince Regent 6 a l l t he Royal Family and to the Hon. East 
m d i a Company, on the t u n : n g p i n - b l o c k i s w r i t t e n Clementi £ co 
and n r . 1140. Length 236cm. width 115 cm. One l i t t l e i r o n bar 
in upper t r e b b l e , 6 o k t . from FF to f"". sounding p a r t FF=176 cm 
Lie spur, s t r i n g s . Brass from FF to G*\ 3 s t r i n g s on every n o t e . 
Oblong t u m n g p i n s without h o l e . Two foo tpeda l s l i k e modern Grand, 
but wi th t h e p o s s i b i l i t y to lock t h e keyboard in Una Corda p o s s . 
lhe ins t rument has s t i l l about. 30% l e f t of o r g i n a l s t r i n g s . If 
somebody can help p l e a s e answer to Odd Aans tad , Hovlandveien 138, 
N-3250 Larv ik . ' 
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Paul Gretton has a string of questions: 

He needs a drawing and/or measurements of a good musette (kind 
unspecified) and detailed information of reed sizes. 

Also measurements "of a highland smalls-pipe chanter. 

Two others: 

Mute cornett Can anyone supply me with detailed, accurate measurements of 
a good original mute cornett in g which plays at, or very close to, a=440Hz? By 
"a cornett in g" I mean an instrument whose basic scale is g and whose lowest 
real note is a. Both Brussels and Vienna have such instruments at 440, or close, 

Glues I recently heard an interview with someone responsible for cable TV 
tests in the UK,who said that they intend passing the cables along sewer pipes 
and glueing them to the sides thereof. The glue had been developed by the 
Adniralty for use on submarine decks. Can anyone supply further info? This 
sounds to be not a million miles from ideal for glueing cornetti. 

Carl Willetts has sent a xerox of a phot of some pipes and tabors 
from the Cotswolds, collected by T.Carter for Percy Manning and 
published in the Folklore Journal of 1897. He would like to know 
where these ar now, whether anybody has seen beaters like these 
elsewhere and whether anyone can help him. I would also like ans~ 
wers to the same questions. With luck his picture will come out: 

COURSES: Pat McNulty is running master classes in Uillean Pipes in 
Edinburgh. Too late for thisyear (the fourth that he»s done; but 
if you are interested for future years, get in touch with him. He 
does them in connexion with the Edinburgh Folk Festival. 

The Lute Society of America Summer School this year will include 
a separate curriculum for builders, led by Joel van Lennep and 
Mike Lowe. Dates are July 24-30; place Hartt School of Music, 
University of Hartford, West Hartford, Connecticut, cost #330 up 
with bed and board, #184 without. Applications, with 3<50 deposit, 
(refundable if you cancel before July 1st) to Beedle White 
POBox 1328, Lexington, VA 24450, USA. 
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B U L L E T I N S U P P L E 1 * I E N T Djilda Segerman 

I'd like to join Jeremy in Thanking Enzo for the thousands of FoRMRHI's he must have 
mailed to all of us. And to Margaret who is now taking over. Having done it myself 
when we started FoMRHI, I know what a lousy p b it can be; it takes forever to stuff 
those envelopes and messes up your whole living room', when the p b goes OK people 
hardly seem to notice, and when it doesn't all you get is complaints and worse! We must 
be grateful that both Enzo and Margaret can do such a job and keep our fellowship alive! 
we cannot thank them enough, 

COMMENTS ON JEREMY'S BULLETIN 
On going "Loosleaf To J.M page 4 - we could st i l l keep the same size and fit your 
bookshelf. To J.R. page 5 - looseleaf format can accomodate last-minute 
contributions, even ones received two or three days after printing has s tar ted. In the 
present format we cannot s tar t printing until the whole issue is together. For my part , 
having read everyone's comments, there 's certainly not a strong enough feeling to be 
worth the upheaval of changing format. As for last-minute items, I am willing to hold up 
to a day or two but no more. Incidentally, I've also received comments from members, aU 
favouring keeping FoMRHIQ as it i s . 
On Editorial Policy 
To C.W, page 5 - Your tuning device will, no doubt, be used to train modern ears into 
authentic temperament, and do it more conveniently and reliably than any "authentic" 
method. So, as far as I'm concerned it is IN, The use of modern technology to try to 
understand early music and instruments is appropriate in a magazine about historical 
instruments. But I draw the distinction between modern gismos e t c that further this 
understanding, and those that don't. I apply the same principle to compromises in 
instrument making. It all depends on whether the compromise is to the detriment of our 
attempts at understanding historical instruments. It is acceptable if if the real thing 
is unobtainable, or ridiculously expensive, or in the "unfair to elephants" category. 
Concerning modern workshop technology, if it can help in making "historical" instruments 
as they were, as far as we can tell , then it is FoMRHIQ material. If members wish to 
broaden the scope of FoMRHIQ, the appropriate action is to write a proposal to Jeremy 
and have the Fellows vote on i t . 
To P.G page 7, I would simply add to the above that the job of editor is not to be 
confused with that of censor. 

A PLUG FOR JAAM1M This is the Journal of the newly-formed Australian Association 
of Musical Instrument Makers, run by Kevin and Ann Mercer, Old Coundl Chambers t 

Menangle Street , Picton NSW 2571. I like it , and feel sure many FoMRHI members will, 
like me, want to subscribe. Their first issue has! 
Making Pads for Flute Keys - R.A.Holliday 
Some Bows in the Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences Sydney - I, Watchorn 
Violin Making and Research in the USA - G.W.Caldersmith 
Small Tapered Files and Reamers - K.J.Mercer 
Flat Top Bridge Removal - J.Williams 

To whet your appetite I've reproduced Ian Watchorn's bow drawings, to fill op a bit 
of extra space at the end of this issue. I doubt if all his measurements will be readable, 
and there is a lot more information in his original text . 

Could we please request a member of JAAMIM to send us a summary of each issue, 
like the one Paul Gretton does on Bouwbriefs7 

WORKSHOP We have had no takers for the extra space in our workshop, mentioned in No. 
29 Bulletin Supplement. If we do not find someone soon we will have to rent it to a 
non-instrument-maker. 

RQS£"WOOD Enio Puzzavio has several sacks full of small billets at a very good price -
surplus stock from a local cutlery firm. 
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FoMRHI BOOK NEWS Jeremy Montagu 
As I said in the Bulletin, I've not written any reviews for this 
issue, and the only one there is is more a warning than a review, 
especially with the publisher's note which came in the other day 
and which I've appended to what Arnold wrote about it. There was 
not time to write any before I went away, and I don't want to hold 
this up now. The books waiting are: 

1) Hugh Cheape, A Check-List of Bagpipes in the Edinburgh Univer
sity Collection of Historic Musical Instruments (£2.00 inclu-

ding postage in UK, add 50p for overseas). I was wrong last time; 
there was this one list to come. That is now the lot, and complete 
sets are also available for £9 in UK, £13.50 overseas. Also avai
lable from them (Reid School of Music, Tevlot Place, Edinburgh 
EH8 9AG) are copies of the Catalogue of the Galpin Society 21st 
Anniversary Exhibition, 1968 at £4 in UK, £4.50 overseas. Cheques 
for all these in £ sterling only, made out to University of Edin
burgh. Also available is the text of Anthony Baines's talk at the 
official opening last October (well-worth reading) On the Benefits 
of a University Collection of Musical Instruments, at £1.00. 

2) Ringve Museum, Spaell at maeI a temporary exhibition catalogue 
of folk instruments from the county of Tr^ondelag (in Norwegian). 

3) Catalogue of the European Muiscal Instruments of the XVIIth, 
XVllIth and XlXth cenxuries in the Ueno Gakuen Collection , 
Tokyo, 1990. In Japanese and English in parallel columns," 
well illustrated. 

Then you ought to know about: 

Flute a Bee, a periodical published by 1'Association Frangaise pour 
la Flute a Bee, which is edited by our new member, Hugo Reyne. He 
has sent me a copy of no.5, December 1982, which will be here for 
anyone to see at the Recorder Weekend or any other time. If you're 
interested, get on to him. 

Vierund2wanzigsteljahrschrift der Internatjonalen Maultrommelvirtuo-
sengenossenscnaxt, which despite its spoof title is an excellent 
first issue o~f what I hope will become an extablished periodical 
or spasmodical on the jews harp. The first issue is free to those 
interested as long as stocks last; nos.2 & 3 cost #12,00. If you 
want copies, write to VIM, 930 Talwrn Ct, Iowa City, tows. 52240, 
USA. The editor and moving spirit is Frederick Crane whose excel
lent book on Extant Medieval Musical Instruments should be familiar 
to all cf you. 

John Henry van der Meer b. Rainer Weber, Catalogo degli Strumenti 
Musicali dell'Acade:nia Filarmonica di Verona, which I have been 
sent for review elsewhere"! it is available from the Accademia, 
no price stated. While some of the instruments will be familiar 
to readers of GpJ zhere are a fair number of others, 

trying to think whether I've bought anything recently that you 
may not have heard of; if I did, it was probably from Tony Bingham 
who has an excellent stock of books on instruments and. so has Brian 
Jordan; both &n QK hers and both have said in the past that they 
will not charge postage to fellow member.?, which is a considerable 
concessi ?r. - : "lay 
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Whan "you are happy with the shape of ths instrument i t should be 
heated to a oherry red and plunged into a container of o i l (old sump o i l 
w i l l do ) . The oonUlner should be of metal end haw* a l i d which oan be 
dropped on to extinguish any flame a which may ooour. The o i l should be 
free of water and the whole process should be dons with great oars sod 
in the open s i r . After a oonple of minute* in ths o i l , remove ths inst 
rument and wipe dry. Polish a couple of patches to rewesl a bright s tea l 
surface. Heat slowly snd evenly until the bright spots turn dark blue 
then quiokij quench in the o i l . Polish off any eoele with emery cloth 
and your triangle wi l l be finished. 

The ringa can be made by winding a number of oo i l s of 1/16 
' s 1* die. tube 

• die. 
then sawing through the ooils stsal welding rod around 

along the axis of the tube. Pour rings should be enough, the striker 
should be made from a piece of the earns s tee l es the triangle i s mads 
and heat treated in the sams way. A loop on one end i s optional. 

We*BNIM& If you are not oompletaly confident in your abi l i ty to handle 
hot metal them take the drawing to someone who i s . Hot metal cen damags 
your health! 

i 

r? 

THIRD ANGLE P̂ OJ. 
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S p o o n - C a e t a g n e t t s o f T u r k e y 

In his book "Folk Musical Instruments of Turkey", Oxford 
1975, Laurence PICKEN informs us, that the folkdancere in 
Turkey like to use in each hand a pair of spoons as castag-
netts In order to stress and enrich the rhythm of their 
dances. When you look at these spoons carefully you will 
find that the deeper part of it takes one third of the whole 
spoon. The rest i6 for the handle. This proportion makes 
the spoonhandle light and the other part heavy. That is im
portant for the function of using the spoons as castagnetts. 
You will easily recognise, that, when you take normal wooden 
spoon6 out of your kitchen drawer and try to use them for p 
playing. The long handles have a bad influence on the quick
ness of your fingermovement. 

Contrary to the wellknown small 
Spanish castgnetts, which are often 
bound together in pairs, these spoon - castagnetts are not 
held for playing with their ladleparts face to face, but 
back to back. 
Steps of making: 

Take a pie 
spoon. Divide the long sid 
part6, turning the short e 
long sidee upon eachother 
draw the outline of halfvo 
of a circle or any other J 
glue it on the wood with a 
draw a line along the moul 

The mould should be put 
it twice in opposite direc 

ce of paper of the size of the 
e by folding into three equal 
dges inward. Then fold the two 
and mark the centre-line. Then 

the spoon. The ladlepart may be 
ndividual outline. Cut it out and 
water soluble glue. You may also 
d. 
economically on the wood. Place 
tion. Then cut the ladle cave with 
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a sharp edged gouge. I want to stress the importance of a 
sharp tool, as it is of great advantage not to use a hammer 
for carving but to cut only by pressure of your hands, 
slightly turning the gouge with the hollow of your palm. 
The edge of the tool gives a better trace when it is led 
in both directions at the same time, forward and sideways. 

Mind also the grain of the wood! The best way is to cut 
alternatively from two sides into the cave: 

The outline of the cave may 
be known. Then the carving 
should start near the middle 
line and be led by cutting 
and countercutting into the 
depth. The drawing shows the 
sequences. The countercutting 
always leads to the same 
depth and the carved wood 
falls aside. To carve against 
the grain is dangerous and 
should be avoided because of 

the narrow outline. The moment of the meeting of alternative 
carvings has to be felt with sensitiveness in order to pre
vent any offset in the wood. 

Io find the equivalent depth of 
the spoon you can use a very simple way: "*^ 

Put a nail into a 
piece of plywood or 
even cardboard, 
which covers the 
cave, then press 
the nail down to 
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the carved depth. Take your feeler - construction off 
and measure on the outside of the spoon how far you have 
carved until now . 

It is of advantage to carve all the four 
6Poons one after the other and then cut 
the outlines with a ripsaw. 
You better start sawing at the ladlepart 
and go then along the handle until you have 
to turn it in the vice to saw the rest 
from the other end. But if you start at 
the handle end there will be the danger 
of splitting the cave, as that part has 
been carved already as thin as possible. 

After that the outer surface has to 
be formed. A trained carver may do it 
with hie knife. But it may be done also 
with a rasp, file and sandpaper. 

We found out, that the handle is very 
convenient for playing, when it gets a 
narrowxoutline immediately behind the 
ladle. The fingers can easily be put tog 
together and hold the spoon without any 
stress. The upright beginning of the 
handle supports the holding position 
of the spoons and they cannot turn round 

between your fingere. 

I used for the work 
only gouge, knife, rasp, 
file and sandpaper with my 
students and children. A vice 
for holding the wood when 
sawing it with a ripsaw, and 
a wooden block as support for 
rasping and filing, like the 
goldsmith does it. 

We didn't use boxwood, as 
PICKEN mentioned it in his 
book, but only simple pinewood 
from the rubbish corner of our 
carpenters workshop. The possi
bility of deep or flat spoons 
depended on the wood we found. 
Also we didn't cook the finish
ed 6poons in olive oil, but 
drained them with linseed-oil-
varnish, as mentioned in Otto 
Mockel:"Die Kunet dee Geigen-
baues", Hamburg 1979. He uses 
this treatsent for the neck of 
violins, told on page 23o, 

Nikc2au* Kardere, 1£» 6. 82. 
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Ref. Jeremy Montagu's review of Flutes. Flautists and Makers by Andrew 
Fairley. Comm. 445. The behaviour of the author who apparently UBed 
photographs of instruments in the Bate Collection without acknowledgment, 
brings to the fore some of the confusion that is in many people's minds 
regarding copyright. It is often not realised that apart from a few 
exceptions — notably unpublished writings — copyright does not apply to 
objects where the author has been dead for moxe than fifty years, but it 
can apply to a photograph of that same object. Even when the object is 
within the period of copyright, the mere ownership of the object does not 
automatically confer the copyright on the owner of the object. Unless a 
contract exists to the contrary, ownership of copyright normally rests 
with the author of the work in question or his heirs. Nor does the owner 
of an object have any control over the copyright of a photograph of that 
object taken by someone else, unless the photographer was acting on his 
behalf or a contract was entered into regarding the copyright. It follows 
that in the case of Andrew Fairley's illustrations of flutes, there will 
have been no question of copyright with respect to the flutes themselves, 
and if the author took his own photographs or had them taken on his behalf 
and there was no agreement to the contrary, the copyright of the photo
graphs would be his by law, and he could legally publish them as he liked. 
However, let me make it clear that despite any legal right, I feel like 
Jeremy, that morally he appears to have behaved abominably, and I am 
sure that no serious worker would deny acknowledgment to the owner of an 
object. 

Jeremy suggests in his final paragraph, that copyright belonging to a 
firm lasts as long as the firm is in being. This is not so. If the actual 
author of the work in question can be identified, (the writer of a 
catalogue for instance), the firm controls the copyright until fifty 
years after the death of the author. If no author can be identified, the 
work counts as anonymous, and the copyright lasts only for fifty years 
after the work was first published. 

A point which is often relevant in research is that one cannot dup
licate copyright material to is^ue to students but, within certain limits 
one can make a single copy of material which is subject to copyright 
without the permission of the copyright holder, for ones own private 
study or research or for review or criticism. One can also show slides of 
a copyright object at a public lecture without infringing the copyright. 
This is a point which seems to be misunderstood. I recently bought a 
postcard (as no slide was available) with the intention of making a slide 
from it for a lecture and was told that the institution would 'waive its 
reproduction fee' if I made a duplicate transparency for them. I complied 
for the sake of good will, but in fact it is very doubtful if they had 
any right to a reproduction fee at all. 

While I entirely understand Jeremy's intention of insisting that some 
form of contract should be signed before he allows photographs to be taken, 
there is a case for saying that museums and public collections are there 
to make material available to the public and not to insist on their 
rights of restricting access so that they can control the copyright of 
their own photographs of the items in their care. 

This comm. is not intended to be an exposition on the law of copyright. 
I merely hope that it will make people aware that it can be relevant to 
them. Copyright is extremely complex and full of apparent anomalies which 
can trip one up, — for instance, painters do not have quite the same 
rights as sculptors with regard to portraits, and the period of copyright 
on photographs take before 1 June 1957 is not the same as of a photograph 
taken after that date. However, there are two useful layman's guides to 
the jungle — both were in Blackwells in Oxford when I was last there — 
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THE STORY OF A HARPSICHORD STRING 

YESTERDAY AND TODAY 
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The itinerary of a metal 6tring, from the extraction of the 
ore to its eventual sounding on an instrument, is indeed long; and the 
question which has kept me preoccupied for the last five years is : what 
could possibly be the sound of old harpsichord wire? The idea of trying 
to answer that question arose from a somewhat simplistic analysis of a 
few samples of old narpsichord wire. An easy fingertip test made me rea
lize that they were very different from those we use nowadays. Such a 
difference could presumably be highly important for the quality of sound 
produced. Hence, to hmve a precise idea of tne sound of old strings, I 
was "Left v.ith the prospect of making similar wire, proceeding by three 
stages : 

(1) bibliographical research, intended to collect as much 
technical information as possible about old strings, which c uld come in 
useful during practical test6 in the workshop • 

(2) Laboratory analysis of harpsichord wire samples which we 
had collected ; 

(3) Concrete experiments ; practical application of the les*-
cons derived from the two previ«U6 stages and specifically the making 
of strings according to traditional methods. 

Metals of course do not exist in their pure form in nature and 
the copper, zinc and iron with which we are concerned here are found in 
the forms of ores mixed with various other elements which must be removed 
in order to ootain metals which cah be used for our purposes. After ex
traction, the ore undergoes a series of operations , the first of which, 
ev>n today, is roasting. Heaps of tne ore to o treated burn for several 
days, the purpose being twofold : firstly oxydation-reduction and second
ly, liberation of the maximum quantity possible of volatile substances 
such as sulphur and arsenic. 

COPPER 

After roasting the ore is treated in the refining shop and goes 
through four furnaces for different reactions. Briefly, the mixture fro* 
the first furnace consists of roughly 30 to kO % pure copper, the remain
der oeing a heterogeneous mix of rocks and other melted elements. The 
high percentage of "rocks" in this alloy explains the name given to it 
of "copperstone". This material is loaded into a second furnace. After 
many hours of burning, the receptacle at the foot of t :e furnace fill6 
up with a liquid mass which, upon hardening after cooling, gives what is 
still known as "black copper". This, because of its already much higher 
percentage 01 pure copper comes closer to what we are looking for, that 
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is a red copper which 9as be drawn to wire form and bear tension. 
To reach this stage, the "black copper" must be refined ; the process 
can be described with the help of an engraving from the "Pyrotecnia" 
by birringuccio (plate 1) 

Plate 1 

The cake of "black copper" is laid on a simple forge fire in order to 
sake it liquid, at which stage a blast of air must be directed on it 
to "hollow*" the molten mass. This is the decisive moment when the 
oxygen in the air from the bellows extracts the sulfur (contained in 
large quantities in "black copper" and known as harmful in any metal). 
The drawback with thi6 process lies in the fact that the oxygen in 
question is also harmful to the copper obtained so that after the ex
traction of sulphur by oxygen, a means oust De found to extract the 
latter in it6 turn. 

Deoxydizing the copper ; the process used by the Ancients 
to do so may seem surprising. It Wa6 described almost a thousand years 
ago by the monk Theophile in his famous treati6e, and was still used 
twenty years ago in Upper Alsace. Known as "poling", it is a good 
example of a masterly traditional skill and consists in stirring the 
molten copper with a pole of fresh green wood. At such a high tempe
rature, the wood is Consumed and succeeds in de-sulphurizing and almost 
completely deoxydizing the copper, which is new known a6 "rosette 
copper" or more commonly "red copper". Ingots of this quality were 
commercialized and were consequently available to wire drawers. 

The discovery of electricity was to change these age-old 
methods. Indeed, the process of extraction Ju6t described is entirely 
of a thermic nature. The copper thus obtained possessed the necessary 
characteristics for the essentially mechanical and decorative uses 
for which it was required.However, it did not fulfil the requirements 
for good conductivity. Thermically extracted copper -contains too much 
foreign elements, harmful to the efficiency of conduction of elec
tricity, ftut this problem wr-s to be solved thasks to the refining of 
"black copper" by electrolysis, a process which is now widespread. 
Loaded into vats, the "black copper" separates into practically pure 
copper which settles at the catnode while tne foreign elements accu
mulate either at the anode or in the electrolytic mud. Modern copper 
is therefore exclusively electrolytic and consequently extremely pure 
to the great satisfaction of those who require high conductivity from 
it. And, to the great disappointment of harpsichord makers 
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who cannot use it in that quality for harpsichord strings I Why ? 

Let us say simply that a wire can only sound on an ins
trument if it does not stretch indefinitely and finally breaks. A 
metal which is too pure will systematically possess this tendency 
because of the absence of those foreign elements which would other
wise prevent the slipping of tae metallic cristals, just as pebbles 
in a stream will 6low the rate of flow. 

Modern copper is almost entirely devoid of these "bene
ficial" elements, whereas old copper possessed them naturally thanks 
to the processing method. Different methods give different results. 

To conclude this section on copper, perhaps we could 
illustrate the differences by table A which shows the percentage of 
the main elements contained in each metal respectively (average values): 

Old 

Modern 

Copper 

9*.J»5 

O O . Q f 

S i l v e r 

0 . 2 0 

O.OCOy 

Lead 

0 . 6 2 

0 . 0 0 0 2 

Tin 

0 . 0 5 

0 . 0 0 0 1 

Zinc 

0.00*5 

0 .00002 

I r o n 

3 .02 

0.000*+ 

N i c k e l 

0.0/4 

0 . 0 0 0 3 

Bismuth 

0 .001 

0 . 0 0 0 0 2 

BRASS 

The second kind of harpsichord string used by the old 
makers war bra ;s wire. At this juncture, it should be stressed that 
there were only five kinds of metal wire available to old makers 
until approximatively the end of the 18th century : silver, golds 
red copper, yellow copper (brars) and iron/steel. The present state 
of my research on bronse allows me to assert without further ado 
that makers and musicians of past centuries could never have knowD 
the sound, so characteristic, of phosphor bronze strings. 
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the story of brass, and what a 
with misunderstandings and rivalries, 
very peculiar mixture : red copper 
d and which finally takes on the 
chemists ! rhe open door to all 
! Archal ! Goldmaeetling | Leton ! 
! uoldschaum j Myssinck ! Latun, 

A linguistic labyrinth, witness of 
Ancients' minds and stemming from 
steriou6 suostance responsible for 

The whole problem arose from the fact that, of all the 
metals employed in those times, zinc was ti.e only one whose boiling 
point is in a zone frequently used by workers. Actually, zinc melts 
at ^20°C and its coiling point is around 900°C, not a very convenient 
temperature to extract the -netal from its ore. It was therefore im
possible to produce metallic zinc in Europe before the early 19th 
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century I 

Us** i 
suspicion on the part 
extraction was unknown 
by old written sources 
brass is the result of 
the latter being zinc 
Zinc liquifies at l+20« 
rature upsets the appl 
lower thai that necesa 

Plate 2, on the other hand shows 
us that the Chinese had well and tr 
truly solved the problem. The two 
characters in the foreground of 
this document (which dsjs.es from 
the first hslf of the 17th cen
tury) are busy making clay pots 
which, cleverly laid in a pyramid 
which is set to burn, form a "piece 
of apparatus" for distilling zinc. 
That was a solution to obtain re
latively pure zinc. Ancient commere 
cial archives show that zinc had 
been imported by the Europeans 
since the Middle Ages although 
under the name of "Indian tin". 
It is not until the early years 
of the 19th century that we see 
th* Industrial application in 
Europe of the system used by the 
Chinese. 

It does not sees that 
the "Indian tin" was used current
ly in the making of brass. Was it 

f the Ancients with regard to a substance whose 
to themV Perhaps so I The methods revealed 
are quite concordant over several centuries : 
the fusion of red copper and "calamine earth", 

ore. Now, red copper melts at around 108"+°C 
C and, as indicated previously, a 'third tempe-
e cart : zinc volatilizes at 900°C, a temperature 
ary to melt c opper. 

Electric furnaces, under vacuum or controlled atmospnere 
have today solved many of these problems. This wa6 not the case in the 
brass foundry shown in plate 3» taken from a German work of the 

late 16th century. 

Two problem had to be solved : on the r>ae hand, ex
tracting the zinc from its ore, and on the other hand "fixing" it in 
the red copper. 

Although they did not use the distillation method, 
European foundrymen did exploit another physico-chemical principle. 
Onejxas only to ̂ ad zinc ore ("calamine earth" or "calamine stone") 
to copper and, highly important, powdered charcoal, all in an earthen
ware crucible which i6 carefully but not quite hermetically closed. 
During 8 to 12 hours of intense heat, the contents of the crucible 
are transformed into brass : the presence of charcoal (carbon) entails 
the reduction of the ore in situ, releasing the zinc which is promply 
absorbed into the copper. The skill of tne mastor-foundrymeu of the 
time, helped by several useful indications such as the colour of the 
flames over the crucibles or that of the smoke above tne furnace, 
enabled them to sake brass whose zinc content never varied more than 
a fee percentage points, 

http://dsjs.es
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The description of Piste 3 
sums up the operations. A. 
mixture of piece of red 
copper, "calamine earth" 
and powdered charcoal is 
set out in the crucibles 
which fill- the centre of 
the engraving. These eight 
crucibles are placed in 
the furnace B. Some 8 to 
12 hours later, the foundry-
men will extract them to 
pour their contents into 
the mould 0. This consists 
of two 6toneSlabs separated 
from one another by iron 
bars. The diametre of these 
bars permits control ot the 
spacing of the two stoneslabe 
hence of the thickness of 
the metal plate. It was in 
this plate shape that yellow 
copper was available commer
cially and this with very 
little change up to the 
end of the 18th century. 

So, we now Have two 
of the three raw materials 
necessary for our harpsi
chord strings, namely : red 
copper in the shape of "sal
mon" which will be remelted 

and cast in plate form, and yellow copper already in plats form, ready 
to undergo its first transformation with the object of reducing it to 
wire. 

IRON 

The third metal (if we may classify brass as a metal) 
to hold our attention is iron. 

Bloomery furnaces 
At the beginning of tne period we are interested in, 

that is the 14th century, the greater part of the iron used in the 
Vteet is obtained by the direct method. This method is carried out in 
installations known ae bloomery furnaces. Blast furnaces are as yet 
very little used : obtaining iron by the indirect method still arouses 
surprise, fear and confusion. At the end of our period, that is the 
last years of the 18th century, the situation Is reversed; blast fur
naces are predominant and only a few bloomery furnaces remain here 
and there in Europe. 

Bloomery furnaces = direct method! Blast furnaces « in
direct method! V.hat do these terms mean exaetly 7 Two quite different 
ways which, starting with iron ore, both arrive to iron. 
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Like all sstsls, iron is found in nature in an unueeble 
form. To extract th» metal, one can apply s first physico-chemical 
principle which is the bam* of the direct method t iroa ore, char
coal and an air supply are heated to s temperature of around 800 
to 900°C which produces a series of reactions which end up with 
iron, without passing through the liquid stags. The apparatus necees 
sary is extremely simple » a small mors or less semi-circular wall 
in the middle of which the mixture is placed, is provided with a 
rudimentary means for producing and directing an airstream. This 
is known as a bloomery ftrnace. The red glowing mass which we find 
there after hours' patient waiting ie a lump composed of pure iron 
nodules and some undesirable matter. At this stage, the pure iron 
nodules must be separated from the other components. This is done 
by means of hammering : the repeated hammer blows will detach clin
ker and slag, and after several repeated operations, the pure iron 
is seen to agglutinate. This is the direct method for, beginning 
with solid ore, we finish with solid iron, with no intermediate molten 
state. 

Blast furnaces 
One day in the 14th century, someone had the idea of heigh

tening the small stone wall of the bloomery furnace. And this le 
when everything changed. The heightening in the stonework In question 
leads to a complete change in the reactions. 

The first effect of the change of the initial shape was 
a spectacular rise of the temperature at the lower level of the fur
nace. The iron workers of the Middle Ages called the liquid mass, 
which flowed from the bottom of the installation, "pig iron". This is 
the first denomination of what has since become familiar to ue as 
cast-iron. This method is known as indirect since it passes by the, 
liquid state to arrive at solid iron. 

Once over their initial distress, the sen of the 15th cen
tury win gain increasing mastery over the new material, a more or 
less homogeneous mixture of iron (ore), carbon (charcoal), and a few 
gaseous compounds (air). As before, a method must be found ef arriving 
at pure iron. Cast-iron is not an amalgam of pure iron nodules in* 
perted in material which can easily be broken up and eliminated by 
the hammer ; it is well and truly an alloy in the full sense of the 
word. How to proceed t 

The genius which 60 characterized the early years of the 
Renaissance found the required solution. A remarkable document 
enables me to hand over to Nicolas Bourbon, a poet and iron-master's 
son who, in bis Poes on forges dated 1517, fi6t of all describes 
the blast funnace operation, then that which consists in transfor
ming the cast iron into forgeabie iron 1 

"Afterwards the ore is carried to the entrance 
to the furnace, a large mass in the shape of 
a square roughly built of ordinary stone I 
inside are extremely hard pebbles which have 
the marvelous property 0/ resisting the breath 
of the flames and the ravages of the fire. Two 
huge bellows of oxBhid* supply the furnace from 
the rear in response to a wheel which le end
lessly driven by water. Nearby stands the caster 
(it is the workman!e name), who skilfully makes 
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the iron, known as fusible iron, flow, who slows 
or quickens the action of the bellows, who by 
means of iron hooks, separates the foreign sub
stances and regulates the ardour of the fire : 

r he separates the purified iron from that which 
has not yet been purified. Yonder, streams of iron 
flow from the furnace, tne liquid metal escaping 
with a shrill whistle, spreading billows of flame 
and smoke which seem to mount to the stars. 
During the operation another Workman assists the 
caster ; he is in charge of 6toking the furnace 
with wharcoal and ore through its large opening 
as soon as space is visible ; this workman remains 
at the top of the hellish furnace like a watchful 
guardian. The iron which comes from the furnace 
cannot yet be called pure iron." 

l should like -o insist on the name of fusible iron, known in German 
as "Flusseisen" whence tho name "r'lussofen" for blast furnaces mentioned 

old texts. As for the "foreign substances" removed "by means of 

a great deal of slag, is loaded back into the blast fur-
following cycle. The "purified iron" is the raw material 

ng of "pure iron" (forgeable). Let us listen to the poet : 

"The iron which comes from the furnace cannot yet 
be called pure iron. Soon another workman subjects 
it once again to the action of the fire, purifies 
it a second time in a nuge furnace, rendering 
the iron soft enough to be fashioned into balls. 
Then skilful workmen promptly polish it and 
stretch it. They use a huge iron hammer activa
ted by water power. Once more they heat the iron, 
holding it with sturdy tongs in the midst of the 
flames and when it reaches white heat, they 
plunge it into already prepared vases. When it 
is pitted oy the fire, it is beaten once more 
with great hammer blaws. The One 6ee6 the blocks 
of iron stretch in an amazing way tapering and 
taking tne shape of long thin rods : it could 
be taken for wax." 

To transform the cast iron into iron, one must reduce its 
carbon content which derives from the droplets of iron filtering 
through the charcoal in the blast furnace crucible. 

A aligjit digression at this point. Until the last years of 
the 17th century, blast furnacee|»/ere fired exclusively with wood 
charcoal. V'hat we would nowadays call an "ecological catastrophe", 
by which I mean the alarming disappearance of woodlands, notably in 
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England, obliged the Ancients to find some other combustible J coal 
and later coke. It was around 1740 that the operation of coal-fired 
blast furnaces came to be mastered in s satisfactory manner. The 
difference between the two, charcoal and coal,is interesting for 
those who are concerned with old metals. As a matter of fact, coal 
contains quantities (which are unfortunately not unsubstantial) of 
an element Which is both extremely harmful to the iron and difficult 
to eliminate : sulphur. On the other hand, Iron processed with char
coal contains only a tiny quantity of sulphur. 

How to reduce the carbon centent? Perhaps by introdu
cing another element for which it hae a6 much affinity, if not more : 
oxygen. That is what the poet ha6 described to us, since the workmen 
who "hold the iron" in the midst of the flames to get it white hot 
are doing nothing other than subjecting the cast iron to a decarbu-
rizatlon. The more this process 16 repeated the more the decarburl-
zation progresses and the closer we get to pure iron. By the way, ee 
may note that the process can be stopped en route to obtain various 
kinds of steel. Very hard "high carbon" stsel with 0.5 to 0.8 % of 
carbon for example. Soft "low carbon" steel with about 0.15 % Of 
carbon. Pure iron has a carbon content inferior to 0.05 %. As we shall 
see later, only this last was seed to make harpsichord strings, 
plates 4 and 5 illustrate Nicolas de bourbon's description : produc
tion of cast iron and its refining to obtain forgeable iron. 

Elftte 4 Plate S 

The iron thus obtained must possess a certain number of characteristics 
in order to be drawn as wire. If »e are to believe certain old wri
ters, very few of the French forges ier» capable cf producing such 
raw material. In his voluminous text, ĵ aron de Dietrich indicates 



only the forge at Fambervilier where, from cast iron produced in 
Franche-Comte, "are manufactured every year a hundred thousand units 
of iron converted into ridged bars and dispatched to the iron wire 
factories in iours ^Touraine) and Laigle (^ormandy). The ductility 
of this iron allows it to be finely drawn, and harpsichord strings 
are -:iade from it". flnother"industrious nation" seems to have had 
the m-mufPicturing monopoly of music wire : Germany, with Nuremberg 
as a prime centre. 

OSEBORNIRON 

The iron produced in forges acco 
we have described was of a qualify adequate :0 
was to fulfill yuch aa : tool making or other 
it did not possess tne necessary ductility for 
it sufficiently pure to make wire capable of " 
instrument. If the merman metal strings enjoye 
tion it is because they were made, for centuri 
Known as "0semundei6en" or Oseborniron. This i 
method which has totally disappeared nowadays, 
and very expensive in the old days. 

rding to the method 
r the needs which it 
ironwork. However, 
wiredrawing nor was 
holding" tension on an 
d such a high reputa-
ee, from a raw material 
ron, obtained by a 
was much sought after 

It has been possiole to find one description of the 
making of Oseborniron; Johann Heinrich Jung (1785) gives us the details 
as follows : 

% 918 

^920 

*^92l 

%Q22 

:"If we wish to reduce iron to a high degree of fineness, 
which demands great ductility, it is not possible to use 
iron from the forge. The quality of the latter cannot be 
improved to a point which would enable it to be used for 
example for wire or even harpsichord strings. Another 
method mu«?t be used for this purpose but, since the iron 
obtained from it, known as Oseborniron, is extremely 
expensive, it can only be used for item6 which justify 
the cost." 
:"Th? method is as follows : the pig-iron is placed on 
the fire In a manner nuch that one of it6 ends can melt. 
At this stage, on takes an iron bar and places the tip 
in contact with the surface of tne molten mass. By im
parting a regular rotating movement to the bar, the mol
ten iron will be progressively wound round the bar. This 
process brings about significant changes in the iron." 
:"V'e know that the hardness of a body increases when it 16 
worked by drawing for example. This is due to the appea
rance of fibre-liKe structures in the latter which increases 
its elasticity. The quality of Oseborniron partly depends 
on this :rinciple. while the workman imparts the rotary 
motion to the rod which he is holding, the molten metal 
winds round the rod like thread on a reel : lta hardness 
and nalleaoility are consequently increased. But, since 
in addition the metal is in the shape of very fine threads 
during the winding process, the inclusions fall out and 
col Lect at the oottora of the furnace. Thi6 is what provides 
the extraordinary degree of purity of the final product. 
Qpiate 6 shows such a rod with its lump of 06ebornironJ 

:"V.hen the lump ot/lron Wound around the rod has reached a 
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size good enough to 
provide a bar, it is 
taken to the hammer. 
Appropriate forging 
permits the making of 
small bars of iron which 
when drawn, will give 
harpsichord strings and 
numerous items of iron
ware". 

Plate 6 This is, to say 
the least, a surprising 

process and an ancient one ! Old commercial archives frequently show 
Oseborniron a6 quite a common commodity at a time when harpsichords 
were still unknown. 

We are now in possession of the three raw materials 
that we need to make our harpsichord strings, namely red and yellow 
copper, in plates and iron (preferably oseborniron) in bars of more 
or less circular cross section. Let us now reduce these three materials 
to wires in diameters convenient for our requirements. There is only 
one technical solution : wire-drawing. 

There are numerous stages ; we shall describe them. To 
begin with, let us start with plates to finish up with wire. 

WIRE-MAKING 

The plates of either red or yellow copper are first 
lengthened under the hammer. During the hammering, the metal acquire 
still more hardness which, if taken too far will result in the plate 
shattering. To avoid such a dead end the hammered plates must be 
regularly annealed (a similar treatment is to be applied to wire). 
Plate 7 shows these operations in 
Vaudry's time for example. The cop
per and brass plates eventually 
take on the shape of long sheets 
of four or five millimetres in 
thickness. 

It is somewhat dif
ferent with iron. We know it is 
delivered in bars, whose diame
ter is nevertheless too great to 
be drawn 60 soon. Plate 8 depicts 
the task of a workman busy redu
cing the diametre of 6uch a bar 
which will be ready for drawing. 

This is also the 
case for the copper but only wh«?n 
the sheet has been cut into strips 
by the use of phear6 similar to 
those we se*; in Plate 9. These 

Plate ? 
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copper oi brass strips can be drawn after having been roughly roun
ded under the hammer. 
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f takes place in two stages : 
.ing of "fine wire". Let us recall 
less circular section is drawn 
tal harder than the one we wish 
etal to be drawn allows the pro
of the draw-plate hole. In this 
ger wire is obtained. Each drawing 
rdness of trie drawn metal. At a 
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neat *a6 regulated by the use of 
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Plate 10 
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of 350 units, while most modern brass is in the region of 300 unite. 
On the other head, our well-known phosphor broase manages to go 
beyond 500 malte of bardass* I la short, modern low carbon steel 
and brass strings are the closest to old wire ae far as hardness 
la concerned. 

The tenslyls strength test usable a us to determine a 
number of parameters the most Important of which, for a harpsichord 
maker is the breaking stress. The forty old samples tested give the 
following results : 

- for iron 1 85 to 120 kg/mm2 
- for brsse » 65 to 85 kg/mm2 
- for copper : 45 to 55 kg/mm2 

The same tests on modern wire show t 
- steel piano wire : 300 kg/am2 
- modern braes : 85 kg/mm2 
- phosphor bronze : 102 kg/mjs2 
- low carbon 6teel : 120 to 150 according to origin. 

Here also we notice that only modern brass and low carbon steel are 
comparable with their "ancestors" as far as breaking stress 16 con
cerned. 

The limit of elasticity also brought SO' the fore by 
the tensile strength test i6 another significant parameter which i6 
important for the quality of the sound produced; it is "situated" 
differently on historical strings in comparison with our modern 
strings. 

The metallurgical analysis continues by a study under 
the metallographical microscope. This is the field of the anatomy 
of strings. Plate 14 shows a transverse section of an 
old string. We notice first the irregularity of the cross-
section; modern strings are perfectly circular, which was 
out of the question for old strings since drawpiate6 were 
made by a t chnique which ha6 long been abandoned. 

Plate 15 enables us to compare the struc
ture of an old harpsichord string in longitudinal section 
with that of plate 16, a modern string. We note that the 
first string is composed of long fibres set lengthways. 
The second string is acre of an agglomerate of shorter 
cristals. Here we touch on one of the major differences 
between ol'tj and modern strings ; fTSrous structure or. 
"forge structure", for the former ebich no longer exists In the latter 
and which sterna solely from the me_taod of gangfacture. 

Plato 14 

Plate 15 La *•- i£ 
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The dark trace on the upper part of the old string is another vestige 
of its nethod of manufacture. It is in fact a fold resulting from 
the forging of a square section strip to prepare it for passing 
through the draw plate. It is striking to 6ee how a defect in the 
original bar will remain intact right through to the smallest 
drawn diametre. 

To sum up the data supplied by the metallogr.aphic 
microscope, one could say that the difference between old and modern 
string'- is similar to that between a fibrous resinous wood and a 
horn genepus h rdwood. 

Now, for the r.eriee of chemical analyses. To avoid 
swomping the reader under .an avalanche of figures, a selection ha6 
been made. 

The five elements to be taken into consideration for 
iron are 

Carbon Silicon Manganese Sulphur Phosphorus 

o.o7,e o.o^o 0.005 0.009 

0.0^0 0.001 0.050 0.020 

0.130 authentic old 
string 

0.030 modern pure 
iron string 

Without going into a long riiscusnion over those figures, let us merely 
underline th? point already raised concerning the low sulphur content 
of ol' "trings. 

Nov. a glance at t'ie composition of old brass. By *ay of 
illuf-tr-tion her. 1? the .analysis of a string on a French 17th century 
in~trum nt vrhich does not nccesr-arily mean that the string dates from 
th't ^rriod. NO , by °xtrspo"i ation, that French 17th century harpsi
chords were rtrin/ with brass ihose composition was identical to this 
example. In old-^tylo metallurgy, exact copying is impossible -even 
for the s me caster with too consecutive rune in the same workshop. 
Al 0 1 think it wise to admit that most of the old strings that have 
come down to u.<- arc nost-17r^« 

Cu Sn 

72.7 0.001 

Mg Ca 

0.005 0 . 0 r 

Pb As 

0 .02 0.01 

S i 

0 .02 

Sb 

0.015 

Ag 

0 .005 

Ni 

0.10 

a i Fe 7JL\ Kn 

- 0 .10 (27) -

Al 

-

Widening our scope, the fifty samples whose composition 
has been analysed (wire and sheets) can be classified in 3 groups : 

1.- Brass wire which almost always possesses 26 to 32 % of zinc. 
2.- Sheet Drasa whose zinc content exceeds >2 % in Certain cases 

reaching 38 %. 
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3.- Brass with 15 to 18 % of zinc used according to my observa
tions in place of red copper, in some late English harpsichords 

and some French harpsichords which have been "ravales". 
As regards copper, analysis figures have already been given in the 
chapter covering its preparation. 

CONCLUSION 

Bow do old 6trlng6 sound?.the*a does the difference 
lie between their sound and that of modern strings? 

Describing a sound is a hazardous enterprise. Conse
quently three sonagrams are provided in plate 17; they were produced 

by Mademoiselle Mi-
/MJA.^/U<v<»»." chele Caetellengo of 

t*^*., a—j. the 0.A.M. in Paris. 
P 4*M-y- They show successively 

the sound of a low A 
string of phosphor 
bronze, modern red 
copper (not hammered) 
and lastly traditio
nally processed copper. 
Prudence dictates that 
many sonagrams should 
be provided for an ob
jective inventory of 
the existing differences 
fot, in the field of 
tastes and colours, 
where illusion is very 
often the only truth, 
definitive judgments 
cannot be made. The 
writer can ds no more 
than transmit the im
pressions derived from 
his experiments. The 
change from metal which 
bad not been hammered 
to that which had been 
was quite distinctly 
perceived (obviously in 
the area of tonal color 
but also in the duration 

of the soun4)» It would seem tuat the internal damping of metal6 
with forge structure is considerably less than that of non "fibrous" 
metals. Traditionally made strings sustain sound longer. 

Many other differences exist : tjtey will vary accor
ding to the instruments on which the strings are mounted, according 

Plate 17 

the sole aim of satisfying pevscnai cariosity guided by an "sspiratlon 
to Beauty" through sound. 

» » » t 1+•»»»•»• 
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»C LiOAttOS . 
Sano^aprr glued (or secured by double-sided seilo-

tupe) to a piece of chipboard of reasonable size, say 12" x 
20", Can be useful for a number of otherwise awkward workshop 
tasks. For a flat sanding board, a rigid piece of chipboard is 
needed. It is useful for sanding small items which may be 
easier to hold than to secure in a vise, items which may need 
to be sonded absolutely fiat, e.g. the base of a v/iol neck, 
sanding the rib edges of stringed instrument bodies, especial
ly to true UP the gluing edge after fittiny linings, and it is 
particularly valuable in final sanding of the ribs of the bent 
upper section of viols wheie the angles are otherwise difficult 
to judge if one is to get a perfect gluing surface for the 
upper oack. 

A curveo sanding board can be made from say, 5mm 
cnipDOard secured along a centre line to a rigid piece of 
board, with the desired curve (in one direction only of course) 
achieved by means of appropriate spacers secured between the 
outer edges of the two boards. This is useful for putting a 
camber on the ribs of instruments where a flat soundboard is 
bent, barrel fashion, over shaped ribs. 

Uhile the flat sanding board can be used either by 
moving it on top of the secured wurkpiece, or secured on the 
workbench with the workpiece being moved ever the board, the 
curved one is probably better used on top of the workpiece. 
A clearly marked "centre line" on the back of the sanding 
board helps to keep it on line with the centreline of the 
workpiece, but frequent checking is needed to ensure that it 
is removing wood evenly on both sides of the centreline. 

0UOEL OIL. 
Jer/ small dowels or pins are sometimes needed, 

for example for the tangents of a hurdy gurdy (3mm dowel), 
or round sections, fur example the shanks of harp brays. 

For making dowyls of any reasonaoly small diameter, 
first reduce the stock to a size slightly greater than the 
finished size reguired, either in a lathe or by whittling, 
planing or sandi .g. Take a piece of 1/16" steel say 1" x £" 
3ne bore a hole of the required size at ri.,ht angles to the 
surface. Secure one end of the roughly finished stock in a 
drill, and at slow speed, feed the free end into the hole in 
the steel "die" and feed che die by hand along the revolving 
wood stock. A little experimenting will soon establish how 
much waste wood can be left on the stock and how fast to feed 
th-- die along the stock. Oith care, quite accurate dowels up 
tn a" or 8" long can be made quickly and easily. The experi
menting will also show how rapidly the steel die heats up! 

For turning round shanks, the procedure is reversed. 
unto a Piece of pipe which will fit the drill chuck, braze 
a small piece of 1/16" steel with the appropriate size hole 
tnrough it. If the hple is effectively centred, and if the 
internal diameter cf the pipe is slightly greater than the 
hole in the die, the tool will round the roughed out shanks 
accurately and quickly. 

BENDING IHUNS. 
If ycu are fighting a losing battle with scorch-

marks, put a piece of thin cardboard between the wood and 
the bending iron. 
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Referring to Brian Lmmin's query (bull 30 p 8) 

\**BJ years ago, before I started staking musical instruments I »&a a le t ter ing 
a r t i s t , and l a t e r aft art co l lege teacher on the aublect, so I Bay be able to 
help. 

Writing on any pre—aarly nineteenth century instrument would be with a qui l l 
pen and Chinese ink, or i f poor in soot and water. Brian does not say what 
wood he wante to write o n . . . which i s important. 

Buy a st ick of Chinese ink frost a good art shop and. rub i t down with water ts> 
fore a thick ink. Soae people add a few drops of gun arable. This i s good 
dense ink which doss not spread l ike Indian Ink (which i s watery and spreads 
on spruce l ike b lo t t ing paper apart froa being a poor grey/brown-iah black). 
I t i s possible bo use Polyser Poster Colours thinned to the right consistency. 
This i s of course waterproof. 
A seasoned turkey or goose qui l l can also be bought froa an art shop. I t 
wi l l then need cutting into a good nib shaped point, with a deep-ish c l e f t 
up the centre - th i s improves the ink flow. 
I know of no sat i s factory metal nib currently on the market. The best i s per
haps the not very good Perry's Script Pen, which i s a pseudo-quill. If I 
remember correctly Joseph G i l l i o t t exhibited the f i r s t metal nibs at the Great 
Exhibition of 1851. 
I prefer a brush which means paint can be used. This gives a much better 
f in i sh , i s denser and there i e no problem with spreading. I usually use 
Pelican Plaka which i s waterproof casein colour; there's a good range of 
colours and they are safe to mix. 
Use a so 4 Art i s t s ' Sable Hair brush, the l e t ter ing variety i f you can get i t . 
First wet the b r i s t l e s , put the brush in your mouth and twist i t as you with
draw i t from between your pursed l ip s ( l ike a k i s s ! ) . . . . w h i c h wil l five a 
good point. Hip off the almost inv is ib le end of the t ip with a razor blade 
or scalpel on white paper. The 3 or 4 hairs on the t ip make the brush un
manageable. 
P i l l the brush with _ ^ — ^ T h i " a h o l l l d * °nly 

ink or paint and [ J ^ T **** v i s i b l e w h e n 

draw i t backwards on - i * ' 8 c u t o f f -
a piece of paper 
to get a good point. I t can then be used l ike a pen for down strokes and 
givea a excel lent f in i sh and a good range of thicks and thin strokes. The 
up strokes can then be done the "wrong way" and much l ighter(thinner) . 
Bye the way, when buying a brush i n s i s t on a pot of water to test i t with. 
Dip the brush in the water, then tap the ferrel sharply on the rim of the 
water pot. If the bmsh goee to a single point, buy i t . If i t breaks into 
two or more points l e t some other mut waste his mooey on i t - i t i s use less . 
Quite a proportion of brushes are dud. 

1 hate to be discouraging but i t IS d i f f i c u l t . ScMbes and le t ter ing ar t i s t e 
take a year or more to train. If i t proves too d i f f i cu l t why not use trans
fer l e t t er ing that can be bought from art shops. There ere several hundred 
s t y l e s , including s c r i p t s . Type faces l ike Caslon O.P. and Bodoni are of 
15/16 century origins . They have che authentic character but s l i gh t ly mod
ernised/cleaned up. The manufacturers produce a protective lacquer. Host 
brands have a bar under each l e t t e r which i s i t s optical width.. Remember 
the l e t t e r s shoulc HOT be equally spaced by horizontal measurement. Bach 
l e t t e r i s a different shape and width. The "white" between each l e t t e r 
should be cf equal area; e.g. L A T I N ripht LATHMwron^ 
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O n t r h e ? S i z e s o - F I t a l i a n T h e o r b o e s a n d 
A r c h i u t e s b e f o r e 1 6 5 0 
E. Segerman 

Piccinini (162?) wrote that lutes <by which he most probably meant archiutes) came in 
three sizes! liuto picciolo (treble lute), huto mezano (mean lute) and huto grande (bass 
lute). The intervals between these are a tone and a fourth respectively, Banchieri in 
1609 mentioned an ordinary huto in G and a liuto grosso in D. These were most probably 
not archiutes (Banchieri also included a 13-course tuning without reentrant treble as a 
possibility for a chittarrone, and we would call that an archlute). Nevertheless, 
traditions of nominal tunings for different sizes would most probably have continued 
through the transition from old lute to archlute. It is therefore likely that Piccinini's 
instruments were in A, G and D. If we then bring to bear Doni's (1640) comparisons of 
pitch standards in different areas and our usual criteria relating highest pitch and 
length (with Lombardy pitch equaling PVaetorius's Cammerthon at 1/3 semitone below 
modern), and apply them to all Italian pitch standards* we have a continuous distribution 
of archlute string stops from 46 cm (an A lute in Venice) to 37 cm (a D lute in Naples). 

The 4A cm figure is very close to the surviving instruments which we expect to have 
played the octave-higher tiorbino part in Castaldi 's duets, It seems likely that Castaldi 
did not have a special instrument made for his duets but just used a readily available 
instrument in perhaps a novel way. 

Theorboes usually had about a two-octave open-string range while that range on 
archiutes was usually about three octaves. For equivalent string properties to 
single-nut instruments, if the ratio of unfingered to fingered string stops is two, 
subtract an octave. If the stop ratio is one and a half, subtract half an octave. On 
single-nut instruments, the open-string range is 1 1/2 octaves with plain gut, two 
octaves with high-twist gut basses , and 2 1/2 octaves with catline basses . The 
equivalent single-nut range for various relevant instruments is shown in Table 1! 

TABLE i: OPEN-STRING RANGES (in octaves) 

Instrument Number of True Equivalent 
Reentrant Range Single-nut 
Courses "Range! 

Stop ratio 2 Stop rat io 1 1/2 

Usual theorbo 2 2 1 (I 1/2) 
Praetonus» 2 2 1/2 U 1/2) 2 
Banchien+ 1 2 1/2 1 1/2 2 
Usual archlute 0 3 2 2 1/2 

*! Paduan theorbo 
+ ! the chittarrone that is not an archlute 

The usual archlute with a stop ratio of 1 1/2 just filled the range using catlines, and 
so the relationship between length and pitch was fixed. This relationship xs calculated 
and shown in Table 2. For theorboes we can estimate how far from highest-string 
Breaking point was common practice then by considering Buechenberg's instruments 
which we assume were mad* for use in Rome. His instruments with stopped str ings of 
about ?S 1/2 cm and 69 cm are for tuning about a tone apart and it is likely that these 
were for G and A at Roman standard. Other theorbo nominal tunings are unlikely. This 
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represent^ about two fret-distances shorter than maximum length. Using this two-fret 
criterion, we can calculate that the fingered string stop for either of these tunings at 
the different pitch standards would range from 73 cm (an A theorbo in Venice) to 104 cm 
(a G theorbo in Naples). These are also shown in Table 2. The optimum fingered string 
stops at modern pitch (a'=440 Hi) and pseudo-early pitch (a'=415 Hi) are also calculated 
and included for reference. 

TABLE 2! FINGERED STRING STOPS (in cm) 

Area 

Venice 
Lombardy 
Florence 
Rome 
Naples 

a'=440Hi 
a'=415Hz 

Arc 
A 

46 
49 
52 
55 
53 

43 
51 

ilute 
G 

52 
55 
58 
62 
65 

54 
57 

in 
D 

69 
73 
77 
S3 
87 

72 
76 

Theorbo in 
A G 

73 83 
77 87 
83 93 
87 98 
93 104 

76 86 
81 91 

Some archiutes seem to have had a stop ratio of 2. This would provide a half-octave 
downward lati tude in tuning (or equivalently shorter string stop with the same tuning) 
with a 3-octave open-string range. This seems often to have been the case with the 
liuto grande (bass archlute), The downward tuning latitude would be helped by having 
only six fingered courses. Por these instruments the fingered string stops given in 
Table 2 are upper limits. These s tops could be as small as archiutes in G at the 
relevant pitch standards, but this is unlikely often to have been the case. A single first 
course with the other fingered courses being double is a good indicator that an 
instrument was an archlute rather than a theorbo- A doubled first course does not 
necessarily indicate the reverse, and only a fingered string stop of 90 cm or over leads 
to a reasonably unambiguous theorbo identification. 

When the lowest fingered or unfmgered strings approach the lower limit of the range 
for the type of bass string used, octave stringing is usually needed to restore the 
richness and projection tnat the bass string alone cannot offer. When a bass archlute 
with a stop ratio of two (as discussed above) is long for i ts tuning (near the figures in 
Table 2), single unfmgered str ings would probably De adequate, but if the size is small 
for i ts pitch, doubled unfmgered strings would be more appropriate. 

In conclusion, the expected sizes or sue limits of archiutes and theorboes are 
calculated for the various Italian pitch standards used in the first half of the l7th 
century. Attention is focussed an bass archiutes which could easily be contused with 
theorboes, and perhaps need to be considered more seriously than they have been in 
recent times, 
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Fundamental the rane, octave higher. 
Solution: uniercuttinr in tre direction of tne sound source} 
widening the bore at and behind the fingerhole. 

0t) 

Warning. 
All the effects described above ^re quite direct. The consequences 
for timbre, twelftns and other notes than those immediately involved 
are outside the scope of this discussion and must therefore be 
established experimentally. For instance, in a baroque oboe, narrow-
in^ the oore immediately in front of the douole hole G/FIB has an 
effect on the rer^onre of the low Et in addition, the size of the 
tuninr holes can affect the clarity of the high B quite markedly. 
The data which I give here shoul< therefore not be taken to be 
sufficient to deal with un instrument in all respects. They can, 
however, help to even out the inequalities which occur m some 
instruments, in my opinion. 
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E a r l y 1 8 t h C e n t u r y B o w s a n d S c r e w s 
E> Segerman 

I admire Bigio's youthful enthusiasm in pursuing his point (Bull 30 p.5,6). 1 have 
been well aware of the considerable age of the tap and die (they were dearly understood 
by Heron of Alexandria in pre-Christian times). 1 am glad to hear of the chaser before 
1750, but as discussed below, doubt its relevance to our problem. 

Taps and dies, the chaser and the mandrel lathe were all in the repertoire of the 
advanced early 18th century metal worker, and if a bow maker wanted a screw made, any 
of these tools could have been used* My guess is that if cheapness was an issue at all, 
the mandrel lathe would be the method of choice. The reason is that the long thin screw 
needs to be of stiff strong metal« Cutting a thread on hard iron or steel dulls tools 
quickly and increases the probability of the cutting-tool chipping. On account of 
replacement cost the use of the die would be avoided. It would be reserved for softer 
materials. The chaser can be more easily sharpened but it still is costly (this is 
probably why it was mostly used for dressing threads on large screws cm hard metal 
rather than for cutting them from scratch). Because of ease in sharpening and cheapness 
of tool replacement, the mandrel lathe would seem to be th* tool of choice. 

Before 1750 it is quite possible, perhaps probable that bow makers would have 
experimented with using screws. If they did, it would most probably have been for a 
particularly expensive bow with novelty value (e.g. the famous bow supposedly by 
Stradivari with an ivory carving of a Milanese mandolin serving as a frog). It i* not 
clear from surviving bows made then that now have a screw mechanism (and exhibit no 
apparent evidence of alteration) as to whether the original mechanism involved a screw 
or just a pin. The main advantage of a screw over a pin would be to make rehainng 
slightly easier, reducing the accuracy required in setting the hair length. This would be 
truly of marginal benefit to an experienced bow hairer and would hardly have justified 
the expense. Shifting the wedge from the stick to the frog and fixing the frog by an eye 
and either a screw or a pin makes the probability of the wedge at the frog end pulling 
out as low as at the tip end. But again to an experienced bow hairer, the benefit over 
fixed-frog bows is marginal, An exception here is the double-bass bow where the large 
amount of hair and high hair tension makes this wedge particularly difficult to fit 
securely on a fixed-frog bow. Having encountered this problem practically, we can 
appreciate the cremallier-like type of frog fixing (but with only one notch) that we've 
recently heard of on some early double-basa bows. 
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I t is hard to think of any good reason why early 18th century players would be 
interested in having a screw mechanism on their bows. Their playing technique clearly 
would not have required any f ine adjustment of hair tension. I f they worried about the 
st ick taking a set when not in use, sl ipping the frog out is quicker than giving the end a 
few tw i s t s . I t takes more sk i l l to sl ip out the frog without damaging the bow, but they 
would have already acquired that sk i l l in their t ra in ing. Putting the frog back in 
properly takes a b i t more time (perhaps three seconds) and care. The best reason I can 
think of is avoiding losing the frog when taken out. 

As a result of the benefi ts of having a screw in the bow being marginal, and mainly 
for the inexperienced bow hairer (i.e. an apprentice wi th less training could then do i t ) 
and the inexperienced player, only remarkable cheapness would just i fy i t s widespread 
adoption. The use of screws in bows offerred no disadvantage that I can imagine. The 
weight of the metal is not excessive. An important function of the frog on a bow is 
bal last to achieve required balance, and the weight of the metal could easily be 
compensated for by less frog wood i f a very l ight bow was required. 

Innovations that reduce the amount of sk i l l needed to do a pb are of l i t t l e use to 
those already possessing those sk i l l s , But these innovations are readily adopted by the 
next generation which is usually not interested in putt ing in the time to develop 
unnecessary sk i l l s . "With the evidence that in the late 1760'Si f ixed frog bows were s t i l l 
the standard and bows wi th screws were s t i l l considered as the al ternat ive, the 
hypothesis that screws in bows were generally introduced during the late l740's seems 
to be reasonable re lat ive t iming. 

unambiguous evidence ot the use ot screws on DOWS, both occurring m the same decade, 
the nf .O's. And that was just the time when the f i r s t practical lathe wi th the cutting 
tool guided by a lead screw was developed by the watchmakers. The great advantage of 
th is lathe over the mandrel lathe could well have been that i t would be "used for 
production using re lat ively semi-ski l led cheap non-guild labour. 

In conclusion, I have never hatj any argument with Bigio on what technology was 
available in the f i r s t half of the 13th century. The basis of my discussion of screws m 
bows in Comm 409 was the economics of technological developments. My speculation^ m 
this area are oniy e f fo r ts to try to make sense out of the apparent chronology of what 
happened. Other speculations that also take seriously the available histor ical 
info"rmation would be most welcome. New information bearing on the problem would be 
part icular ly usefu l . 
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A . N o t r e ? O n M e a n t o n e T e m p e r a m e n t s 

£. Segerman 

A musician can choose a temperament because he is concerned wi th minor th irds and 

sixths as well a* major th irds and f i f t h s , I thought th is was common knowledge because 

I've heard i t from various people, but i t seemed to be news to some musically educated 

fr iends. So I thought i t might be worth a b i t of space here. 

I f you remember, a proper meantone temperament is made up of two sizes of 

semitones (involving a particular frequency rat io for each), diatonic ones where the 

names of the notes have di f ferent le t te rs , such as between C^fand D or D and Eb, and 

chromatic semitones where the names have the same le t te rs , such as C and Crand Db and 

D. The octave, which involves a frequency rat io of 2, includes 7 diatonic and 5 chromatic 

semitones. I f the frequency rat io of a diatonic semitone is given as d and of a chromatic 

semitone as c, then 2=d c , The values of d and c can vary considerably, and so there 

are al l kinds of meantone tunings. Once either d or c is specified the other can be 

calculated from the above equation. 

4 3 
A f i f t h has 4 diatonic and 3 chromatic semitones, so th is interval ra t io is d C • For 

the f i f t h to be pure, th is rat io is 3/2, so the mistuning rat io or rat io of the meantone 
4 3 

f i f t h rat io to the pure f i f t h rat io is f=(2/3)d c". I t is t radi t ional to measure the type of 

meantone temperament by the amount of mistuning of the f i f t h , f . For a perfect f i f t h , 

(i.e. in Pythagorean tuning) this mistuning rat io f = l , and by solving these equations one 
8 5 7 11 

gets d=2"/3" and c=3 / 2 , We shall not be concerned here wi th the values of d and c, 

Out rather with comparing the mistuning of the f i f t h f wi th the mistuning of other 

intervals important in harmony for several types of meantone temperament, 

The major third has two chromatic and two diatonic semitones, so the interval rat io 

is d*"c~. To be a pure third the rat io should be 5/4. The mistuning rat io then is 

(4/'5)dc . With a bi t of algebra involving the previous equations th is rat io becomes 

(1/5X3/2)*** or (81/80M" . With Pythagorean tuning f = l , so the major th i rd is sharp by 

the rat io 31/30, which is called the syntonic comma or comma of Didymus. The ra t io 

£1/30 is a comma sharp and 30/81 is a comma f l a t . I f we consider the type of meantone 

tuning which has the major third pure, then the major th i rd mistuning rat io is set to 1 

and f =80/81, so f = ( 8 0 / 8 l ) V or the four th root of 80 /81 , The four th root of a comma is 

called a quarter comma since a quarter comma applied 4 times means the ra t io is 

mult ipl ied by i tse l f 4 t imes, which is that i t is taken to the four th power, and that 

equals the comma. 
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Let us now consider the type of meantone tuning in which the third i t equally as 

sharp as the fifth is f lat . Then (81/80>fA=l/f, so A s o / 8 1 and f=(80/81)1 / 5 . This is a 

fifth-comma meantone tuning, 

The minor third includes two diatonic semitones and one chromatic semitone. The 

interval rat io then is d c . To be pure the minor third ratio should be 6 /5 . The mistuning 

ratio is then (5/6kTc With a bit of manipulation this ratio becomes (1/^)5(2/3) or 

(80/81 ) / F \ With Pythagorean tuning f=l and so the minor third is a comma flat. At 
-3 /5 

l /5 th comma meantone, the minor third mistuning ratio would be (80/81) (80/3P or 
5 / c 

(80/81T J , which is 2 /5 comma flat. 

"-3/4+1 
At 1/4 comma meantone, the minor third mistuning ratio would be (80/81) or 

1/4 3 
(80/81) , which is 1/4 comma flat. When the minor third is pure, (80/81 )/f =1 or 

1/3 
f=(30/31) , so the fifth is 1/3 comma flat. And the major third mistuning ratio is 
(31/e0)(80/8l) 4 / 3 or (80/81>1 /3 , which is a 1/3 comma flat . 

The above calculations can be generalised by considering 1/n th comma meantone. 

Then f=(80/81) 1 / n =(8l /80f 1 / n and the major third mistuning is (81/80)f 4=(8l /80) 1 - 4 / n , 

which is 1-4/n or (n-4)/n comma sharp. Similarly the minor third mistuning is 

t80/81)f~3=<80/81>1 / n j which is 1-3/n or <n-3)/n comma flat. 

For tuning of chords, the intervals we are interested in are the minor third, major 

third, fourth, fifth and sixth. The fourth is the same interval flat as the fifth is sharp 

and the sixth is the same interval sharp as the minor third is flat. This is because each 

of the above pairs when combined, make an octave. 

We can summarize the above in the following table'. 

TABLE: NUMBE-R OF COMMAS OUT OF TUNE 
( + is shiirp and - is flat ) 

Type of 
meantone fifth fourth major minor sixth 
temperament third third 

-1 +1 
-1 /2 +1/2 
-2 /5 +2/5 
-1/4 +1/4 
0 0 

-(n-3>/n +(n-3)/n 

In conclusion, in music (e.g.medieval; for which only intervals of fifths arvd octaves 

are important, Pythagorean tuning would be appropriate. ?or music (e.g. Renaissance) 

where the major third approaches the fifth m importance, and the minor third is Jess 

Pythagorean 

1/6 
1/5 
1/4 
1/3 
1/n 

0 
-1/6 
-1/5 
-1/4 
-1/3 
-1/n 

0 
+ 1/6 
+ 1/5 
+ 1/4 
+ 1/3 
+ l/n 

+ 1 
+ 1/4 
+ 1/5 
0 
-1/3 
+(n-4)/n 
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important, 1/5 comma meantone would be appropriate. For music (e.g. much of baroque) 

which either has the minor th i rd as important as the f i f t h or has the major th i rd more 

important than either the f i f t h or minor th i rd , 1/4 comma meantone would be 

appropriate. For music (e.g. some of baroque) which has the minor th i rd more important 

than either the major th i rd or the f i f t h , 1/3 comma meantone would be appropriate, 

A proper meantone termperament is a compromise allowing the mistuning of some 

important intervals to get other important intervals better in tune. I t is uniform over 

the diatonic scales based on 6 adjacent notes in the circle of f i f t h s . I f the music (or 

required transpositions) lead to the use of intervals outside of these diatonic scales, 

these intervals would sound considerably more out of tune. This mistuning tension can 

be a legitimate musical intention of the composer, perhaps later to be resolved wi th 

more m-tune chords. But i f th is is not the intent ion and intervals in more diatonic 

scales than 6 need to be compromised over, a temperament closer to equal (equivalent 

approximately to i / l l t h comma meantone) would be required and worse major and minor 

thirds would just have to be to lerated. Special tunings other than a meantone type 

allowing more than two di f ferent sues of semitones may be an advantage in these 

circumstances. 

Similarly, when t h * music does not use intervals in i l l 6 diatonic scales, better 

intonation can often be achieved by using a specialized non-meantone temperament. 

Fretted instruments using a more restr ic ted set of scales need to make compromises 

because the same f re ts govern intonation on several st r ings at d i f ferent pitches (see 

Comm 88) and this can lead to compromises very similar to those in meantone 

temperaments. 

FoMRHI Co*™ ^0 

W o o d C o n t r a c t i o n a n d I n s t r u m e n t " B o r e s 
E Segerman 

I would l ike to discuss a point in Morgan's ar t ic le on recorder making (Early Music 
10/1 pi7), He r ight fu l ly states that the oval shape of the inside bore of a surviving 
original instrument is most probably due to uneven shrinkage of the wood with t ime, and 
that the maximum diameter is closer to the or ig inal bore than the minimum. He then 
uses the maximum bore diameter as his best estimate of the or iginal round diameter. 

I would l ike to point out that the maximum diameter ha* also been subject to 
shrinkage and that the or iginal diameter was most probably larger. The main interest in 
this issue as that an assumption of too small a bore leads to a pi tch higher than i t 
should be. 

That original diameter can be estimated by noticing that re lat ive shrinkage in 
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di f ferent direct ions wi th time is closely related to the re lat ive amount of movement in 
d i f ferent directions resul t ing from variat ions in moisture content. That i s , along the 
grain (i.e. the tree growth direction) there is almost no movement wi th moisture content 
and very l i t t l e shrinkage wi th age. Compared to the effect in th is direct ion, both 
movement wi th moisture and contraction wi th age are much greater in both the radial 
direction (perpendicular to the rings) and the tangential direction (along the rings)* 
Comparing the lat ter two, radial movement wi th moisture is roughly half that in the 
tangent ial direct ion for most types of woods. We also observe that the maximum 
diameter in the oval bores of old instruments is in the tangential d i rect ion. I t is almost 
as i f the ovalness of the bore is purely the result of our measuring the instrument at a 
lower humidity that that at which i t is made. 

This relat ionship between shrinkage wi th moisture variat ion and shrinkage with age 
is fur ther exemplif ied by the observation that very old wood that has always been in a 
constant moisture environment (be i t in a dry tomb or a wet bog) shows l i t t l e signs of 
shrinkage in spi te of loss of weight. Also, wood that has been constrained from moving 
in response to moisture var iat ions in i t s environment shrinks less wi th age than wood 
that has been f ree to respond. An example of th is is that we can often locate the cross 
bars under old lute soundboards by noticing that cracks due to age contraction tend to 
end where the soundboard has been constrained from contraction or expansion by being 
glued to the bars. 

While on 4 short time scale expansion and contraction wi th changing moisture content 
is reversib le, on a long time scale the equil ibrium dimension at a particular moisture 
content decreases according to the amount of moisture movement the wood has been 
subjected to . I t i s believed that th is age contraction results from stra in gradients in 
the wood during change of moisture content. To prevent th is contraction the 
preservation of wooden objects requires a constant humidity environment. 

And now back to woodwind bore diameters. I am not aware of any good measurements 
of the re la t ive contraction of wood in d i f ferent directions wi th age (such measurements 
could easily exist and i t would be a service to the readers i f these were brought to our 
at tent ion), Without th is informat ion, the observations above could lead to a reasonable 
est imate of the or ig inal bore diameter by assuming that the rat io of tangential to radial 
contraction wi th age is quant i t ively equal to that ra t io when seasoned wood loses 
moisture. In the rough approximation stated previously that rat io equals 2, The 
or iginal bore diameter would then be as much larger than the maximum diameter of the 
oval as the minimum diameter is smaller. I f one wants an estimate which direct ly uses 
the ra t io of tangential to radial dimensional change wi th moisture variat ion for the 
particular type of wood involved (which is readily available from published tables), the 
or iginal bore diameter would be as much larger than the maximum diameter of the oval as 
the difference between maximum and minimum diameters divided by the difference 
between 1 and that ra t io . 

This conclusion is no di f ferent from that come to by Carp(GSJ XX I (1978) p l3) . 
Morgan cannot be excused for ignoring Carp's paper just because the formula in i t was 
unnecessarily complex and Carp did not dist inguish clearly enough between contraction 
with"age and contraction wi th decreased moisture content. 

The der ivat ion of the stated relationship is as fo l lows. Let DM = maximum diameter 
of oval , Dm = minimum diameter, D = original diameter, a = contraction in radial 
direct ion, b = contraction in tangential direct ion, and s = ra t io b/a. Then DM = D - a and 
Dm = D - b. Subtracting, DM - Dm = b-a =a(s- l ) . Then D = DM + a = DM + (DM 
-Dm) / ( s - l ) . 

Following is a demonstration that Carp's equations are equivalent to the above. His 
variables are: r = 1/s, & = arctan r, and R = sin 6/(cosf> - sinft). I f we divide numerator 
and denominator of R by cosS, we get R = tanO/' l - tanO) = r / (J- r ) = 1/<S-Ih Substitut ing 
this mto Carcs's f ina l equation? D => DM + RtDM - Dm) gives the same equation as above, 
D = DM + CDM - Dm)/<s-l). 
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FoMRHI Comm 4&J P:*rw*J H. Mactaj<f\ri:. 
Transferring soundboard designs. I am somewhat concerned at the 

sug estion made by Brian Lemin in Bull,50 p9 that designs can be 
transferred by ironing a xerox pattern onto a soundboard with a domestic 
iron. Certainly xerox pigment will respond to heat — the black ie made up 
with a synthetic resin ao that it can be heat set onto the paper — but 
there are much easief and safer ways of transferring designs. 

Apart from local drying out of the soundboard wood and the risk one 
runs of inducing splits, there is a considerable possibility that the 
timber would become caaehardened in the areas which had been heated. This 
could have an effect on the way the soundboard responded locally to 
variations in humidity and cause distortions. The temperature at which 
case hardening can occur is quite low, certainly lower than the figures I 
got when checking the heat of the sole plate of my iron. The rayon 
setting gave 100 C, silk around 175 5 and wool (the medium setting 
suggested in Brian Lemin's note) 220 C. While the temperature which the 
wood achieved might not be as high as the base of the iron, even if the 
pattern were gone over several times, because wood conducts heat badly, 
the the temperature of the extreme surface would be likely to rise 
quickly and hardening could result. 

Some people use carbon paper to transfer design*. This takes well on 
the bare wood but it can be difficult to get it to work if the soundboard 
has been varnished. If the painting does not follow the outlines 
perfectly, the carbon marks will show and cannot be removed. Carbon lines 
also tend to show tlirough thin layers of paint. Chalked p»per, although 
less clean to handle than carbon, produces a far more flexible working 
method. Take a typing 'flimsy' or other very thin sheet of paper and rub 
it all over thorougjily with the side of a brown conte crayon (I find the 
dark brown is better than the red-brown). Rub the crayon well into the 
paper with the fingers or a wad of tissue and then shake off the dust. 
Put the paper beneath the design on the soundboard and trace with a very 
hard pencil or smooth stylus. You will find that the chalk will take on 
both varnished and unvarnished surfaces and less pressure will be needed 
than is required with carbon so that there is less likelihood of indenting 
the wood. The brown marks are obliterated by the paint and if, when you 
have finished, there are some lines which have not been covered, the 
chalk can be picked off by dabbing the surface with 'blu-tack* or by 
patting gently with a strip of' low-tack drafting tape stretched over the 
fingers. If, when usin^ freshly chalked paper, the deposit of colour is 
too heavy, the lines can be lightened in the same way. 

I am not clear what Brian Lemin wants in his request for a pen with a 
nib which glides over timber instead of catching in the grain and his 
further queries about a book of designs and varnishing pen work (Bull. 50 
p8)» Assuming that these queries also apply to soundboard decoration, I 
can only say that apart from signatures and note names, I have not seen 
any evidence of a pen being used, though we have seen some pen work on 
case decoration. A good brush will make a perfectly controllable line if 
used with the correct consistency of paint. Sucn lines can be finer than 
those made by most pens and a brush certainly glides and does not catch 
when used on well'finished bare timber. Kits which include patterns for 
both French and Flemish harpsichords are marketed "by Zuckermann's, We are 
producing booklets on gilding and case painting which should be available 
shortly and the one on case decoration will include details of a varnish 
for use over soundboard decoration. If a varnish is to be used under 
decoration TJand this is dubious painting practice), it should be of a 
type which will become insoluble. The .̂oint is that if the decoration 
ever needs to be cleaned, it must be possible to remove the varnish which 
is over the decoration without also talcing off the lower layer of varnish 
and the decoration with it. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 442 Arnold Myers 

Review of: G.B. Lane, The Trombone in the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance. Indiana University Press. 1982.no* 
price stated. 

The author's stated purpose has been to consolidate information 
on the history of the trombone appearing in dissertations, 
publications that are out of print and inaccessible material in 
various languages, and arrange it in a readable format. The 
nineteen-page bibliography is indeed quite impressive. 
Regrettably, the text is laboured and muddled, and one cannot 
recommend it as a popular account of the sackbut. Moreover, 
the material seems little altered from Mr Lane's treatise 
written in partial fulfillment for the D.M.A. in Trombone 
Performance at the University of Texas at Austin: certainly all 
research of the last ten years is ignored. Some sections have 
already been published in the International Trombone Association 
Journal in 1975 and 19?6. Undoubtedly FoMRHI members will turn 
to contemporary sources and the writings of Galpin, Philip Bate 
and Anthony Baines rather than a book of third^hand information 
and misinformation. After treating the history of the instrument, 
the author expands on the use of the sackbut in town bands, 
the royal courts and the Church - the latter chapter including 
an interesting section on renaissance church ba.nds in Mexico* 
Apart from the muddy illustrations, the book ie well printed 
and pleasantly bound. 

To this review should be added the following letter 
from the publishers: 

Dear Editor: 

Last fall, we sent you a review copy of THE TROMBONE IN THE 
MIDDLE AGES AND THE RENAISSANCE by G. B. Lane. 

In light of certain circumstances surrounding this work, we 
have taken the step of withdrawing it from our list. This 
book is not currently available from the Press. 

Because you may have assigned this book for review or have 
a review in process, you understandably may wish to delay 
the appearance of such a review until further notice. 

Should circumstances change, we will reannounce the book and 
advise you of its availability. 

We regret any inconvenience this may cause. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 4o*S John Cousen 

Review of; Musical Instrumentg in the Dayton C. Millar 
Collection a t the Library of Congress-vbl . i 1982 
Recorders,Fifes and Simple System Transverse Flutes of out 
key-compiled by Michael Seyfr l t 

This ie a check- l i s t of par t of the huge c o l l e c t i o n amassed by 
Dayton C. Miller and l e f t to the Library of Congress in 1941. 
273 instruments are l i s t e d , r e p r e s e n t i n g the sublime to the 
r id icu lous(e .g . No.18,a Hot te te r re a l t o recorder to No.3,a 
pre-war- Adler descant recorder with one key)Of p a r t i c u l a r 
in te res t are No.35,a renaissance tenor recorder ,and No.38, 
a renaissance basset recorder of splendid appearance* 

The book i s divided into two p a r t s - t h e f i r s t gives a br ief 
descript ion of each instrument,and in some cases ,a close-up 
photograph of a key or a maker's mark. Instrument makers w i l l 
be disappointed to find only the most basic of measurements 
given,and ce r t a in ly there i s In su f f i c i en t information to a t t e p t 
any reconstruct ion 

The second part of the book cons i s t s of one o v e r a l l photograph 
of each instrument (not to s c a l e ) . This could be a joy to any 
f lute player or c o l l e c t o r , b u t the qua l i ty of the photographs i s 
so uniformly bad as to make the production of the book almost 
value less.Coming from the nat ion which brought us breathtaking 
pictures of the r ings of S a t u r n , t h i s can only be a sad 
disappointment. 
Mr. Seyfr i t has supplied a sens ib le and wel l -wr i t t en ,bu t br ie f 
introduction in which he discusses d e f i n i t i o a s , b o r e p ro f i l e s and 
sakes some in t e r e s t i ng points on the subject of making copies . 
This book wi l l be hardly a best s e l l e r , I imagine,on t h i s side of 
the At lan t ic ,bu t to those with access to the c o l l e c t i o n , I suppose 
i t could be a grea t time saver . 
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NOTES FOP. CONTRIBUTORS - CHECKLIST 

omnxmication-.- a'e reproduced photographically direct from yojr typescript, so please 
send tr,em as far as possible laid out as fo l lows i -

1 • r'-eferred size of oaper is A4, that is 210 x 2?3 mm or 8.25 x 11*75 inches. 
j . On A4 pape' we need a margin of 25mm or I inch al l round, But whatever sue c?f 
paper you use, the typing should just f i l l a space measuring 135 * 27? mm or 6.25 x 9.75 
inches. 
?'•' Type sincle-spaced, with a mnimum of extra space between paragraphs e t c 
t" Copy must be strong, clear and black. Use a new ribbon o r plast ic ribbon. A 
photocopy can of ren be better tha/i the original in terms, of black-.vhite contrast. 
5 I* you wish, use a typing agency. Dji lda can orga^.ze this for you. 
6i Diagrams nvst be black or wnitel India lr k BF black f ib re - t ip pen works wel l . 
1 • Photographs are expensive to repoduce. Authors sending photographs may be 
asked for a contribution towards the extra costs. 
8. Send Comns, f la t or r o l l ec Do not fo ld them. » 
9. Send to Jeremy Montagu, c/a Faculty of Music, St. Aldate's Oxford 0X1 1DB. U.K. 
NEXT DEADLINE IS 4TH JULY. Late contributions car. be sent to Djilda Segerman, NRI , 
6 Need ham Avenue, Chgrlton, Manchester M21 2AA, U.K. 
10. IsS the interest cf speedy communication >«e do not undertake always to observe 
normal edi tor ia l et iquet te, unless you ^pecif ical l ly request i t wi th your communication. 
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